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Reagan Set To Return
To White House Today
By JAMES GERSTEKLANG
Associated Press Writer

VACATION CLEANUP — Several members of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's Young Actors
Guild spent part of their spring break working on the depot and cleaning up the theatre's storage area above
Twin Lakes. Helping the youths at the storage area are Dorothy Norris, left, and Pat Morgan,third from left. YAG
members pictured are Jackie Boltz, second from left, and left to right, Rusty Wright, Joel Latto and George
Moore.

At MSU Alumni Association Day

Pogue, Hurt Will Be Speakers
Pogue is director of the Smithsonian
Two of Murray State University's
most distinguished graduates, Dr. Institution's Dwight D. Eisenhower
Forrest C. Pogue and Max B. Hurt, Institute for Historical Research. A
will make addresses during the an- - resident of Arlington, Va., he serves
nual Alumni Association Day,Satur- as a member of the board of trustees
of the United States Capitol Historical
day, April 25,on the campus.
Pogue, a 1931 graduate and ac- Society.
The Crittenden County native also
complished educator and historian,
will speak during the reunion lun- served on the Murray State faculty on
cheon which is scheduled to begin at two different rcations, 19337 ad
11:30 a.m. in Banquet Room I in the 195456.
upper level of the University Center. . Pogue distinguished himself as an
Hurt, a 1927 graduate and an area army historian after World War II by
business and civic leader, will deliver recording the combat history of the
the main address at the evening ban- European war.
His accounts include first-hand
quet beginning at 6:30 p.m. in Banobservations of the Normandy invaquet Room II.
A 1931 cum laude graduate of Mur- sion, the liberation of Paris, the atray State with a major in history, tack on the north flank of the Bulge,
Pogue has been involved since 1944 in the capture of Leipzig and the linking
collecting and publishing material on up of American forces with the Rustwo of the country's greatesfonilitary sians at Torgau.
Pogue remains active in Murray
leaders — George C. Marshall and
State affairs. He is a past president of
Dwight D.Eisenhower.
the Alumni Association.
Hurt is one of Calloway County's
most prominent and service-oriented
citizens. From his home near
Kirksey, he has served in various
civic capacities since returning to
Murray in 1962 from Omaha, Neb.,

ATL Mime Will
Be In Murray
On April 23

Actors Theatre - of Louisville's
Mime-in-Residence, Nat WarrenWhite, will be working in Murray
April 23rd at Murray Middle School.
Warren-White's residency at ATL and
his state tour have been made possible through funding from the Kentucky Arts Commission.
Warren-White will be touring
throughout the state during a three

where he was executive vicepresident of the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society.
His career includes service as a
teacher, assistant postmaster, executive secretary and president of the
Chamber of Commerce, Methodist
layman, bank director, insurance
leader and civic leader.
Other activities- Air
e alumni
program at Murray State will include
recognition of the Sixth Golden Anniversary Class of 1931, the sixth class
in the school's history.
The 50-year graduates will be
presented with Emeritus Club
membership certificates during the
luncheon by Bill Morgan of Benton,
president of the Alumni Association.
The second Emeritus Club Scholarship also will be awarded. The recipient will be Michael George Schmidt
of North County High School, Desloge,
Mo.
Reservations are $5 each for the
reunion luncheon and $6 each for the
banquet. They may be made , by
telephoning the Alumni Affairs Office
at Murray State, (502) 767-3737, no
later than Friday, April 24.
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Partly cloudy and warm today,
tonight and Sunday with scattered
thunderstorms. Highs today in the
low 80s. Lows tonight in the low 60s
and highs Sunday in the mid 80s.
Southerly winds 10 to 20 mph today
and tonight becsSming southwest 10
to 20 mph Sunday. Probability of
precipitation is 30 percent today
and tonight and 40 percent Sunday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan will return to the White House
at mid-morning, 12 days after he was
shot in the chest by a would-be
assassin, a White House spokesman
said today.
Reagan's condition this morning apparently was considered satisfactory
by doctors, who had planned a final Xray of his bullet-scarred left lung
before deciding whether the president
would leave George Washington
University Hospital today or Sunday.
"I haven't talked to the doctor,"
White House deputy press secretary
Larry Speakes said. "All I've got is
he's coming home."
But it will be at least a week until
the pre.ident can return to work in the
Oval Office, said Dr. Dennis S.
O'Leary,dean of clinical affairs at the
George Washington University
Medical School..
The doctors' interest in Reagan's Xrays focused on what O'Leary called
"a little bit of whiteness" along the
path the bullet took through his lung.
On Friday, they wanted to watch the
spot — about a half-inch in diameter
— for an additional 24 hours before
making a final decision to discharge
Reagan.

If an X-ray this morning showed ed him to postpone plans to fly to the
that the spot looked stable, the presi- Mexican border at San Diego to meet
dent would be released. O'Leary said. with Mexican President Jose Lopez
But if physicians believe the area may Portillo on April 27-28. It was also
not be healing as well AS it should, the .de.cidcd Reagan could not attend
may keep Reagan a few moreshlihrs daughter Maureen's April 24 ,wedding
for more sophisticated X-rays or even in California.
until Sunday.
Although Reagan would spend most
Plans for Reagan's release were of next week in the White
disclosed Friday at.the White House.
said-- it was House,O'Lary "not
Michael K. Deaver, the deputy chief unreasonable to expect that he will be
of staff, described Reagan's walk as going to Camp David" in a few days.
"kind of stiff" but said.he was other- That would require only a halfhour
wise feeling well.
flight by helicopter from the White
He said he was scheduling Reagan's House lawn.
time just one week in advance. "I'm
"We're looking forward to him besure when he gets back here and he ing able to sit outside and get a little
gets some air, and'some sunlight and bit of fresh air" said O'Leary. "If for
some home-cooked food, he'll be a lot no more than the psychological effect,
better in his home surroundings," it's important."
Deaver said.
Despite the president's substantial
O'Leary said James S. Brady. recovery, O'Leary said, it is prudent
Reagan's press secretary, is probably to hedge a little bit as. to when he can
a year away frrom returning to work.
travel" beyond the short hop to Camp
Other officials have indicated that David.
Brady's return is far from certain.
- Brady;-Shot-through-the-braim--was-the most severely wounded in the
March 30 attack outside the
Washington Hilton hotel.
"We're talking about weeks, monApril 11, 8 p.m. University
ths of recuperation" for Brady,
Theatre production of "LuAnn
O'Leary said. "We're very-optimistic
Hampton Laverty Oberlander,"
about his mental state."
adults
$3, children under 12 $1.50.
foreReagan's recuperation period
April 12, 2 p.m., senior piano
recital, Cindy Baggett, Paducah,
Recital 1-Aall Annex, 114 Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, open to.
Young and Crippen were back on
the public, no admission charge.
their pre-flight schedule, and instead
2 p.m. to 4, Murray Art Guild
of soaring through space,they were to
open house.
practice emergency landings today in
3!,341 p.m. senior flute recital,
jet planes modified to handle like the
Kathy Finney. Gallatin, Tenn.,
shuttle.
Recital Hall Annex, 1U, Price
The weather forecast called for sunDoyle Fine Arts Center, open to
See ASTRONAUTS,
the public, no admission charge.
Page 12, Col 6

Gaffery Of.
The Arts

ronrouts Await Word
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. (AP)
Astronauts John Young and Robert
Crippen,their space trip postponed by
an errant computer, were awaiting
word today on whether the shuttle Columbia will blast off Sunday or
whether they face a longer delay.
They came within 16 minutes of liftoff Friday, only to be told to wait for
another day after a backiii spacecraft
computer failed. "It was just one of
those things," Crippen said.
Specialists at the Johnson Space
Center in Houston have been
troubleshooting the problem — which
they called baffling — and were to announce a decision today on whether
the Columbia launch can be
rescheduled for 6:50 a.m. EST Sunday.
In the event it can, launch crews at
the Kennedy Space Center here were
holding Columbia's countdown clock
at 101
/
2hours,the point to which it was
set back following the postponement.
They were prepared to start it up in
late afternoon.

Fiscal Court Will
Meet April 15
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regular monthly meeting
on Wednesday, April 15, in the courthouse office of county judgeexecutive Robert 0. Miller.
The meeting will begin at 1 p.m.

REGISTERS FOR SHOW — Murray Art Guild members Simone Taylor
(second from left) and Del Frazier (second from right) fill out
registration forms for the Religious Art Show. The deadline for
registration is April 27, changed from the previous deadline of March
27. Sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association, the show will May 4-9 at the Calloway County Public
Library during regular library hours. Also shown are art show committee members Harry Cartwright(left) and Gerry Reed (right).

Patriotism Resurgence„Career Preparation Given Credit

Enrollment In Murray State ROTC Program Doubles
The years when cadets in Reserve
Officers Training Corps(ROTC) were
heckled during drill practice from
passing motorists seem long ago on
college campuses.
ROTC programs, including the one
at Murray State University, have exNat Warren-White
perienced increasing popularity in reweek period and he will be working at cent years as students with a markedvarious elementary and middle ly different attitude toward military
schools where he will present his own service enter college.
Military faculty members at Murproduction and conduct workshops
with area children. His performances ray State credit a "resurgence of
include a lively mixture of mime, patriotism" and "students who are
stories, and songs presented with the more intent on preparing for a
assistance of members of the au- career" with doubling of enrollment
in the ROTC program.
dience.
They also note that ROTC in 1981 is
Those participating in his
workshops will have the opportunity, more appealing than the brand ofto experience storytelling, acting fered in the late 60s and early 70s.
games,the use of the body in creating Cadets are now more likely to spend
illusions and exploration into an afternoon rappelling than marcharacter study. Following a recent ching on the drill field.
performance,a teacher was quoted as • And regulations which most ansaying, "He's the talk of the school. noyed male cadets — restrictions on
He really had-them involved, children hair length — have been relaxed.
The ROTC program at Murray
who never say anything in class have
been participating and doing the most State is among 250 at host schdols nationally and among 500 colleges which
incredible things."
Nat Warren-White has toured exten- offer a branch program. Nearly all of
sively with the respected Tony Mon- the schools have increased ROTC
tanaro'S Celebration,Mime Theatre enrollments.
In 1973, the year the draft was
and the Celebration Mime Trio. Most
recently he has worked as an Artist- abolished, US. Army ROTC enrollin-residence at several schools in Nor- ment fell to 33,000, about one fifth of
thern Maine and as a Director for the the 1971 figure. Today,65,000 students
Young People's Theatre of are participating.
The Murray State unit fell from a
Brunswick, Maine. For further inforMotion contact Doralyn Lanier at 75$- 1971 total of 169 to 95 in 1973. Today,
there are 253 ROTC cadets on the
4313.
s

Murray campus,according to U.Col.
Randall Routt, chairman of the
department qf military science at the
university.
Routt thinks there are many
reasons for ROTC's recent attractiveness.
"The relaxation of rules on grooming and dress has made students feel
more at ease. The short haircut —
whitewalls — is no longer mandatory.
Additionally, some•facial hair is now
permitted."
Routt, a member of the Murray
faculty since 1977, added that limited
wearing of uniforms is required. "Today,students in first and second year
ROTC don't have to wear a uniform at
all."
An emphasis on outdoor sports,
rather than the weekly afternoon
drill, also attracts interest. Some
civilians even participate in ROTC activities such as rappelling, orienteering and patrolling.
Because the Vietnam war era is
past, students can participate in
ROTC and not be ridiculed by friends,
said Routt. He added that student protests against ROTC have ended.
"Students seem to relognize that
the ROTC program is not the presence
of the military in the university. But
rather,it is the presence of the university in the military."
Tom Sowards, a freshman from
South Shore, Ky., Is among ROTC
cadets who — unlike past years — is
openly patriotic.
"The presence of the ROTC pro-

An increasing number of women
gram-on a college campus is good for
people who enroll in the classes. But it college students enrolled in the MurIs also good for the country," said ray State program. Today, there are
74 female cadets enrolled.
Sowards.

Kathy Sielbeck, a junior from
Grand Chain, Ill., and an advanced
See ROTC,
Page 12, Col.6

GETTING READY FOR MANEUVERS — Members of the Muslay State University ROTC department receive
final instructions for maneuvers in the Land Between The Lakes from Capt. Jay Rossi, a member of the Seventh Air Calvary, Fort Campbell.
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Communtty Events Are Listed

•••""•,,,,

Saturday, April 11
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Saturday,April 11
Tuesday,April 14
Meaday,April 13
Sunday,April 12
Presidential Ball will be
Murray Art Guild, North
for
"Red Fox Second Hangin" Registration
held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Sixth Street, will
have open will be presented at 8 p.m. in kindergarten will be at 9
the University Center house from 2to 4:30
p.m.
the University Theatre at a.m. and for first grade will
Ballroom, Murray State
Murray State. Tickets are be at 10:30 a.m. at North
University.
Cynthia
Baggett,. $2.50 each.
Elementary School. For inPaducah, will present a
formation call 753-3033.
Annual meeting of the piano recital at 2 p.m., and
By Abigail Van Buren
Student tuba recital by
Third night of production Kentucky Archeological Kathryn R.Finney,Gallatin,
Robert Fern will be held at 7 Calloway County Band
of -Eu Ann Hampton Laver- Association will be from 8 Tenn., will present a
flute
ty Oberlander" will be a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Barkley recital at 3:30 p.m., both in p.m. in the Recital Hall An- Boosters will meet at 7 p.m.
nes, Fine Arts Center, Mw- at the band room of the high
presented at 8 p.m. at the Room, University Center, the Recital Hall Annex,
Fine ray State University. This is school.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
University Murray State University.
State
Murray
Arts Center, Murray State free
will dance from 8 to 10:30
and open to the public.
Theatre, Fine Arts Center.
DEAR ABBY: This is in rebuttal to a letter from C.W.K.,
University.
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
Sunday, April 12
Dr- Joseph T. Fuhrma
"
,
who
said the armed forces is no place for "social misfits" or
World building.
Murray State Racer assistant professor of"hard-to-handle characters" who lack direction and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
"The Latin Americans," a
Program
-University
Mini
Calloway County Chapter sponsored by the Center for Dowdy will be honored at a church-wide mission study, baseball team will play the history, will deliver the Phi motivation.
of Full Gospel Business Innovation and Development reception at the Community will be at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Univerisity of Tennessee at Alpha Theta history honors I'm a 21-year-old sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps who
Room of the North Branch of United Methodist Church. Martin team at 2:30 p.m. at lecture at'7:30 p.m. in the has worked with some of these social misfits and hard-toMen's Fellowship Internaat Murray State University the Peoples Bank from 2:30
Barkley Lecture room,handle characters for almost four years now,and they have
Mrs. Anne Markham will Reagan Field, Murray.
tional will hear William
will not meet due to spring to 4:30 p.m. The couple reUniversity
Center, Murray turned out to be some of my best Marines.
show.slides and talk about
Harvey Jett, guitarist and
I enlisted in the Marine Corps as a "social misfit" because
break.
State.
bring
quests
guests
that
not
Guatemala.
evangelist, speak at the
few people would hire a 17-year-old who had been expelled
Community
Chorus,
gifts.
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the
from high school and had a juvenile record with the pOlice.
directed by Irma Collins,
House
Colonial
'
Murray State University My last two promotions were meritorious and I reapk-Greater Paducah Chapter
Chorus of the Music Greater Paducah Chapter will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
sergeant(E-5) in less than three years. I've received a Good
Smorgasbord. The meal will of Parents Without Partners Drpartment of the Murray of Parents Without1Partners the Calloway Public Choir will present a f
m in the Conduct
be at 6:30 p.m. All men, will have a spring music
cert at 8-.15 P--- — masts, Medal, two letters of appreciation, two meritorious
-diceiVIStifferi-ill, will have an Easter Egg Library.
a recommendation for accelerated promotion to staff
women, and children are in- festival at The Barn, South director, will rehearse at 2 Hunt at Keiler Park,
Recital Ran Amex, Fine sergeant, and a strong recommendation for officer proPaducah, at 2 p.m., and
vited.
Fulton,Tenn., at 7 p.m.
Front Porch Swing will Arts Center, MSU.
p.m. at the club house.
grams. I now have my high school diploma and 18 semester
.—
evening at The Barn, South practice at 7 p.m. at the
hours of college credit.
HOUSEPLA NTS MAKE
Fulton,Tenn.,at 7:30 p.m.
Bridget Ann Gregg, Har- Where would I have been if the recruiter had turned me
First Christian Church.
EARTHY BATHROOM
risburg, Ell., will present her away? Welfare? Unemployment? I am not the exception,
STREAM WOOD, ILI..
I am just another "social misfit" who finally found a
The Voices of Praise will
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle senior piano recital at 7 p.m.
1AP — Many houseplants
placeto
Abby. fit in — with tholl.
N1.g.&rmgil forcesD
present
Bobby
Jones
and
the
at
the
Farrell
Recital
Hall,
of First United Methodist
are finding a home in the
ARLINGTON, VA.
New
Life
Singers
in
concert Church Women will meet at Murray State University.
bathroom, where there is
Fames Drake
p.m.
at
at
3
the
Murray
State
9:30 a.m. at the church.
high humidity and often
DEAR DOING OK: I'm glad you were recruited —
University Old SUB
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 12, 1981
of
fluorescent lighting.
yourself saluted.
consider
design
Exhibit
graphic
What kind of day will tomor- could find an unexpected auditorium.
"It's an ideal place for
DEAR ABBY: FAYE IN JACKSONVILLE is right!
by
Russell
Grimes
of
row be? To find out what the bargain. You may be concernMonday,April 13
Bathing suits are awful these days. I enjoy two-piece suits,
plant growth," say the stars say,
Youth Prayer Breakfast Louisville and a seidp
read the forecast ed about an elderly relative.
but the new ones are so skimpy, only a- size-5 can wear
Calloway
County will be held at 7:30 a.m. at
makers of Garden Scene given for your birth-Sign.
by Malinda Wyatt of them.
LIBRA
Democratic Executive Com- the Fellowship Hall of First sho*
planterWare.
Louisville will open
(Sept.23to Oct.72)
today When will manufacturers realize that women with a little
meet
mittee
in
will
the
TenBaptist Church.
ARIES
You'll make a good imprescontinue
and
through
April meat on their bones need good-looking swimwear,too?
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) IA sion on people you meet now. nessee Room, University
26 at the Eagle Gallery, Fine tired of wearing my three-year-old suits, but at least I look
Bargain Matinees
Murray
Center,
State
Enjoy recreational pursuits. Accept invitations. A close tie
Dorothy Moore Circle of Arta center, Murray state decent in them.
Sat. & Sun 2:00
Romance is favored, if you'll may be fixed in opinions or University, at 7 p.m. The First Presbyterian Church university.
Bali used to make wonderful riix 'n match swimwear for
avoid an afternoon contest of self-willed.
public is invited.
Cheri & Cine'
Will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
•
women who need one size top andlinotlgotze bottcim. They
wills. Creative projects should SCORPIO
Ellis
be
were terrific, but I can't find them anymore. Help!
home of Jean Moore.
All Seats $1.50
go well.
Center will
open
(Oct.23toNov.21)
Russell's Chapel United
DISGUSTED IN BIG H
TAURUS
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.for acCareer talks go well. You Methodist Church Women
Board
of
directors
of
Need
(Apr-241ta May 20)__
may make-an important-jobtivities by the Seeior Citizens DEAR DISGUSTED: Okay_ _Etali.,
. g_et on the ball-i!
Catch up on reading and related decision. Safeguard will meetat 1:30 p.m:- at the title Will meet at 12'naan at with lesson on
Home Safety And please include in your iline a cute lii1e flared
home
of
Lois
Sparks.
hobbies. Family work projects possessions and valuables.
Pagliai's.
at 10:30 a.m., lunch at 12 skirt instead of a bikini that looks like an abbreare successful, but try not to Avoid overtiredness.
viated diaper.There are a lot of women out there who
noon, and visiting at
overdo. Save some time for SAGITTARIUS
14
April
Tuesday,
Penny Homemakers Club
12:3°love
to eat, and would also love to go to the beach
yourself,too.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) ARV will meet at 1 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will P.m.
without exposing their weaknesses.
at the
GEMINI
Travel and social life are on home of
meet as follows: Coldwater
DEAR Al3BY: I am 22 and very much in love with a guy
Helen Cole.
(May 21 toJune 20)
your agenda. Make plans for a
Dexter Senior Citizens will who is 28. He says
Sherwood Potts;
Mrs.
with
he loves me, too.
Much gadding about is in trip and keep in touch with
Fl
Providence with Wanda meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex- He told me that when he was in Europe a few years ago,
C.nNcCt, 753.3314
store for you. Short pleasure those at a distance. Romance
Ticket sales drive for the New
parts ter Center.
he became romantically involved with a French girl. Their
drives and visits with friends is iffy.
charity ball will start with Osbron at 1 pm.;
involvement ended in much bitterness on his part. (I think
7 10.9- 30 • 2 00Sal Sun
of Martha
home
are fun. Children may be try- CAPRICORN
at
Road
volunteers to call Murray
Hazel and Douglas Centers she threw him over for somebody else.)
ing towards nightfall. ,
McDonald, 2212
(Dec.22to Jan 19)
homes
to take ticket orders Helen.
will
be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Yesterday he told me that out of the blue, he heard from
CANCER
Dunn
Talk with family members
Louise
Gatesboro, with
for
the
May
30th
event.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
p.m.
for activities by the this French girl. She's still single, is planning to visit this
about home improvements.
as hostess at 1 p.m.
Shopping
are
favored.
trips
Decide
senior
citizens with lunch at country, and wants to see him again.
exactly
what
it
is
you
The Private Moments
Abby, I don't object to his seeing former girlfriends but he
A career decision might mean want to have done. Business
Ilis Public Triumphs
Second Tuesday program Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at lives alone, and she wants to stay with him for a Imo' nth or
Square dancing will be
extra income. A family interests are favored.
Douglas at 12 noon.
more! He says he no longer has any interest in her, but he
member
could
held at 12:30 p.m. at the will not be held at the Murbe AQUARIUS
sees no harm in letting her stay with him. I'm not
manipulative later. Avoid con- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Guild.
Art
ray
Douglas
Community Center.
'
Pint Thur. 4/23
convinced.
flict.
Attend a movie or converse The center will open at 10
Events for Lady Bird
10.9 00-2 00 Sal .Sun
feel threatened. What should I do?
LEO
with a loved one. Short trips a.m. for
Johnson will be a coffee from
activities by the
(July 23 to Aug.22)
FURIOUS
Mary Rowlett Group of
are alsofavored. A friend may
Travel and study are be hard to pin down. Avoid Senior Citizens with lunch at Blood River Baptist Church 9:30 to 1015 a.m.at the Mur12 noon.
ray,
Wran:61.Elate ;
favored. Make decisions per- arguments.
liRIOUSLISAlie guy witkoatloiriFICaRes the visiting`French femme under hie
taining to education. Don't let PISCES'
urra
a bossy person dominate you. (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
at'oof for "a month or more"(mon Dieu!), you'd better
Murray TOPS (take off from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m.; ind yourself another guy, oui?
Be realistic in romance:
Deadline for reservations
News that pertains to job or
Calloway Public Library
VIRGO
income is good. You may for the annual Spring pounds sensibly) Club will from 11:30 to 12 noon; at
Tlirv Theirs 4/16
(Aug.23toSept. 22) V% make some important con- Fashion. Show and Coffee, meet at 7 p.m. at the
. 20 • 2 Up Sat., Sun
You'll enjoy privacy now,or tacts now. Rapport with loved sponsored by the Murray Calloway County Health Murray-Calloway Park from
12:15 to 12:45 p.m.; private
a visit to a quiet place. You ones is indicated.
The power
State Women's Society, on Center.
luncheon at 1 p.m.; speaking
of evil...
April 18, should be made by
at University School
THE F1NAL
Singles Class of Seventh
today by calling Inez Gibbs,
CONFUCT
Auditorium with public in753-1858, or Geri Johnson, and Poplar Church of Christ vited at 7 p.m.; public recep12i1;;;Z:1;"`
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
759-1387.
tion and receiving line in the
church.
lobby from 8to9 p.m.
Fraaces Drake
and
Reservations
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Ruth Warren Group of
FOR MONDAY.APRIL 13. 1981
cancellations for the meet at 8 p.m. at the west
What kind of day will tomor- the night-time hours.
Spring Baptist
Sinking
Wednesday luncheon of the end of the Livestock and Exrow be? To find out what the GEMINI
will meet at
Women
Church
of
Club
Women's
Christian
position Center.
stars say, read the forecast (May 21 toJune 20)
7:30 p.m. •at the home of
be
should
Ky.,
Murray,
given for your birth Sign.
Socially, you're on the go
Carolyn Carroll.
and having fun. The admira- made by today with -Shirley
Parents Anonymous will
Chestnut •753-3314
tion of friends makes for hap- Winters,753-7745.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforCircles of First United
ARLES
piness. Romance is also likely.
mation call 753-5995 or 435( Mar.21 to Apr. 19) irk% Enjoy good times.
Methodist Church Women
4385.
Romantic trends make this CANCER
will meet as follows: Alice
Sigma Department of the
an exciting time. Your in- (June 21 toJuly22) 642) Murray Woman's Club will
at social hall and
Murray Star Chapter No. Waters
itiative brings you benefits.
Initiative brings you career meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Maryleona
Frost at 9:30
After dark, you'll enjoy a and monetary benefits. Go
433 Order of the Eastern Star
a.m.; Faith Doran at2 p.m.
night on the town.
after whet you want. You may house.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
TAURUS
celebrate later in the company
lodge hall.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Mothers' Morning Out will
of a loved one.
Singles Unlimited will
eri 3-11:40
Behind-the-scenes planning LEO
be at 9 a.m. at the First
Entertainment
Murray Girl Scout Core
Adolf
makes for all-around pro- (July 23to Aug.72) 124:g meet at 5:30 p.m. at
United Methodist Church.
• 1 or over 4*.
meeting will be held at 10
gress. Dinner for two,
Dealings with publishers, Granny's Porch.
a.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin,
candlelight and privacy mark clergy and administrators are
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
successful. Make travel plans.
Sharpe Street.
United Methodist
First
Keep in touch with those at a
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Start 7: ia
Church will be at 7 a.m.
distance.
Weil/4'1re
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
75
VIRGO
• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND •
Legion of.Mary will meet
Call,
16
(Aug.72to Sept.22) IIP% Center, North Seventh and this week at 10:30 a.m.at St.
Group III of First ChrisTidy up loose ends now. Olive Streets.
Equipped With Radio Sound
tian Church CWF will meet
Leo's Catholic Church.
Dour Feature.
You'll make progress with unat 7:30 p.m. at the home of
finished business. You'll enjoy
Marshall, 1701
Christian Women's Club of Olivia
AMERICA IS GOIN' COUNTRY
quiet times with loved ones
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Drive with proAudubon
later.
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Murray, Kentucky, will have
gram
Shaw.
by
Sheila
and SHE'S IN IT HIP DEEP
LIBRA
at the Hazel Center with a luncheon at 12 noon at the
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Colonial
House
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
EVERY WHICH WAY...BUT GOOD!
This is an active time for
Groups of First Baptist
Smorgasbord.
you socially. Group activities
Church Women will meet as
bring success. You're popular
Question No. 4
Ticket sales drive for the follows: I with Mrs. Charles
now and friends will want to
Mercer
with
a.m.;
at
II
9
Charity Ball will start with
help you.
volunteers to call Murray Mrs. E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.;
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
homes to take ticket orders Bea Walker with Mrs.
Wayne Bennett at 7:30 p.m.
A lucky assignment could
for the May 30th event.
come now. Your work brings
you recognition and favors
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
from higher-ups. Mix business
Meat from a turkey thigh
with pleasure.
SAGITTARIUS
arett can be called a "turkey
(Nov.72 to Dec.21) "
ham" even if there's not a
The "Second Tuesday" Program at the Murray Art
Plan a pleasure trip. Though speck of hog meat in it.
Guild
has been cancelled on Tuesday, April 14, due to the
your mind's on the future, you
That was the ruling
visit of Mrs. Lady Bird Johnson in Murray on that date.
and a loved one will enjoy present moments of togetherness. Wednesday of the 4th U.S.
Harry Cartwright, Art Guild president. urges all
Circuit Court of Appeals in a
-CAPRICORN
members to hear the speech on "Beautification" by Mrs.
dispute between poultry and
(Dec.22to Jan.19) V
Johnson at the University School Auditorium, North 16th
For older persons on a fixed income,
Make plans for home im- meat producers which began
Street, Murray,on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
H&R Block'has the right answer to this and
provements. Seek credit or in 1975 when the secretary of
other questions regarding special tax credits and
financial backing for impor- agriculture approved labels *************
****************
tant projects. Home is the best identifying. cured
deductions for those taxpayers.
*
turkey *
setting now for romance.
If
you itemize, the answer is TRUE.
For
all
your
*
Travel
Reservations
Call
*
thigh meat. as "turkey
AQUARIUS
*
Because these payments art simply withheld
*
ham."
(Jan.20to Feb.18)
*
*
from benefit checks during the year, they are__
/
1
4easeocourt had
Pact "!'"- sistass can be set
sem
offen oroktint tax wile,- • -"."'
tied now. Singles may con- effect that a product could
template marriage or greater only be called ham if it came
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU
MOT/CA GATLE • aLENN CORBETT
togetherness. Enjoy happy from "the hind leg
of a
Umetwithloved ones..
swine." But the appeals
PISCES
court said that court
(Feb.19to Mar.20) )(
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
representing
. Job-bunters have good luck. overstepped its authority
Projects begun now meet with and ruled Such labeling pro;
443 Arcadia
Open e.sa.-6 p.at. Reekenes
financial success. You'll make per as long as it was plain * American and International Traveltime *
$at. • Plane 753-0201
a favorable impreasice on, the meat was all turkey.
t****************************
klgher-alt-

Saturday, April 11
Closing activities for National Gallery of The Arts
Week will be reception from
5 to 5:45 p.m., banquet at 6
p.m., and awards ceremony
and presentatiqns to
distinguished alumni at 7
P.m., all at University
Center, Murray - State
University.
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This 'Social Misfit'
Ready to Pull Rank

OPEN HO
last weekei
over 750 hi
from the et
shop is "sot
a place for

Your Individual
Horoscope
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By FLO1
AP Bust
NEW YOR
servation ha
business, al
beginning to
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As Of Tuesday,
April 14th,I Will
Be Working At The

Your Individual
Horoscope

PRESENTS
Sharilyn Wi
Basket, 6093
!' 'America 19:
State contes
had an ope
cessful," the
the public fa

Kut
and
Kurl
Beauty
Salon

There

Bus
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Shield

in the Southside Shopping
Center next to the new
Mexican Restaurant.
See you there
Love, Tina
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DAN
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H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST
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Turkey Thigh
nv4F Meat Can Be
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payments made by
persons receiving
Social Security benefits
are deductible.
0 True 0 False
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Murray Business News Briefs
First Installment
iOf Estimated
st
'Payments Due.
The first installment of and four declaration
estimated 1981 Federal in- vouchers. The 1040-ES forms
come tax payments by in- package is also stocked at
dividuals who de not have most local IRS offices.
enough Federal tax withheld
Information
about
is due by April 15, the Inter- estimating
appe
in
nal Revenue Service says. -"tfairee
.Genera4y, taxpayers hay- "Tax Withholding and
OPEN HOUSE — Granny's Gift Shop, west of the court square, held an open house ing estimated tax of $100 or Estimated Tax," and can be
WOODMAN MEETING'— Those in attendance at Woodmen Executive Council
last weekend and there was" a good turnout for a rainy day." The shop displays more and estimated gross in- ordered using the form in the
come
subject
not
to
meeting,
tax
package
made up of representatives from all adult Murray units, held or the
calling
or
by
the
over 750 handmade crafts from across west Kentucky. All work is on consignment
purpose of planning upcoming Woodmen activities were, left to right, front row,
from the crafters. Owners Annette tale (left) and George Paradise said they feel the withholding exceeding $500 IRS at 584-1u361 in Louisville,
Loretta Jobs, Marilyn Hemdon, Bettye Baker, Glenda Smith; second row, Jeanie
shop is"something that has never been done before" and they "hope that it will be must file a 'Form 1040-ES, 628-0055 in Covington, 255"Declaration of Estimated ?-333 in Lexington,or toll-free
Lamb, Roberta Ward, Joann Simmons, Cynthia Hart, Ann Spann; third row:
a place for people's wares and a place for people to find wares."
Tax for Individuals," accor- 1-800-428-9100 elsewhere in
Aubrey Willoughby, Diana Lyons, Tim Scruggs and Allen Rose. The meeting was
ding to the IRS.
Kentucky.
conducted by Area Manager Grover Burkett, not pictured.
Those taxpayers who filed
estimated- income tax last
year will receive the Form
1040-ES by mail. The
By FLOYDNORRIS
•es. _ _ package includes a set of inThe oversupply of oil on ings for the
AP Business Writer
world markets l8 giving oil
In recent days, Ecuador- structions, a tax worksheet
NEW YORK AP) — Con- companies
the clout to try to and Mexico have been forced
Corporations operating on worksheet, Form 1120-W, A free IRS Publication
servation has struck the oil get some oil
542, by calling IRS at.,584-1361
exporting na- to cut prices on some grades
a calendar year basis and "1981
business, and prices are tions to reduce
Corporation "Tax Information on Cor- Louisville, 628-0055 in Covprices, but it of oil. Kuwait'has found oil
havint an.expected Federal Estimated Tax,"_-can be
beginning to edge lower.
us- porations," and copies of ington,255-2333 in Lexinaon,
will also lead to lower earn- companies refusing to pay
tax liability ofat least $40 for ed to compute the
Form 1120-W car be obtain- or toll-free at 1-800-428-9100
tax
and
the premiums it had been
1981 are required to make amount of each
ed at the local IRS office dr elsewhere in Kentucky.
installment.
charging on its oil, and there
the first quarterly payment --The worksheet
should be reis speculation.that Libya or
by April 15, the Internal tained in
the corporation's
Nigeria may have to reduce Gale Cornelison is the new Revenue Service says.
records and not be filed'with
director of social St 'ices at _ The mil() t,
prices.
due I Air'
hit
Mual"-CdtTITW,1)
,"UflUTI'The cuts'reflect the fact
15 s o •'• cover-me quarter
When paymentsthat consumers in the United ty Hospital.
of 1981 estimated tax. A 'estimated
tax are deposited
of
States and Europe have cut A graduate
"'Iowa!'
in authorized commercial
back on oil use. Gasoline use "unt) High 80111
"- CIVrbanks or Federal Reserve
her M
in the United States is runn- fi e I I"ri ea rued
Banks, they must be sent
bachelor's
degree
in
social
ing 6.2 percent below levels
with Federal Tax Deposit
work troni Murray State
of a year ago.
Form 503, according to the
As a result of that, Uruver''llY
IRS.
gasoline prices "leveled off Before ioining the hospital • Gary P. Houck has been
and atudlly ddined lit- -tauti.-1.44,uelison -had—ex--- -appeinted---administrativetle" in March, according to nerience as a luvenile proba- -manager of the Houston
the Lundberg Letter, an in- "
II
"nicer for Callowayregional office of the Aetna
Insurance Company.
dustry publication.
. Mr. Houck is married to
A number of oil companies
the former Lynda Albritten
have either cut wholesale
Kenneth Jones, R.Ph.,
of 84 Sycamore, Murray. Benton,- is the
prices or instituted rebates
new director
They have three sons:
for stations that sell enough
of pharmacy at the Murray' In his new position, Mr. Calloway
gasoline. Margins — the difCd'unty Hospital.
_Houck will be.in charge of all
ference between what.they
Jones- studied pre,
administrative • functions pharmacy at Murray
pay and what theythaige• .‘
State
within the regional office ter- University. In
are lower for both. refiner‘g.
1974, he • •
ritory,_ which , includes
and gasoline dealer*
southeast Texas.
The oil glut — the IndoneMr. Houck is a graduate of
sian oil minister estimated
Murray State
' University
this past week that overPRESENTS CENTERPIECE — Nancy Bogard (left) and
with
an
MBA
from
Southern
production
amount
will
to.2.5
Sharilyn Wisehart (right), co-owners of the Flower
Illinois
University.
He
joined
million
barrels
a
day
for
at
Perkins,
Miss
,
Basket, 609)4S. 4th St., presented Susan
CG-Aetna at the St. Louis
America 1978, with a centerpiece for the Miss Murray "least a few months — bas
brand''office in 1979", Where
hat the major oil com7
State contest March 28. The full-line florist shop also
he was named personal lines
panics. Many are expected
had an open house that day which was 'very suc- to report first quarter earnGale Cornelison
underwriter in 1974, senior
cessful," the owners said. They also wished to thank ings below those of a year County, - a school 50(1.11 personnel lines underwriter
the public for their support in the store.
worKev forCluistlito County_
1977. and kdministrative
ago. schools and a n adoption and manager in 1978.
The Houston regional ofKenneth Jones
foster care worker in Graves
Power lines are serious business When working
County for the-Bureau for lice provides complete sales graduated from Mercer
outdoors, take a minute to note the locatton of
•
electrical wires. Then be extra careful not to
assistance, underwriting, University, Atlanta, with a
Social Services,
touch them. Don't touch them yourself, with a
Cornelison is the daughter accounting, safety engineer- bachelor's degree in pharladder, or with anything. It takes only one
of Mr. and 'Mrs. Ray T. ing, and claims service for macy.
• careless move to cause an injury or death Look
A local orthodontist has Broartt and the sister- of CG -Aetna agents -and --Before joining the hospital
up and live.
been re-elected secretary- Terry Broach and Mrs. policyholders in the area.
staff, Jones was a relief
treasurer of the Kentucky Keith Kathie, Branson, all
Aetna Insurance Com- pharmacist for seven years
Orthodontic Association. He of Murray.
pany, based in Hartford, at Nelson's Drug' Store,
is Dr. Allen H. Moffitt..
Stic resides with her hus- Conneeticut, is the property Calvert City.
Members of the society band. Bob. an agent tor and casualty subsidiary of _Jones resides in -Benton
There's a
have two years specialty
r,,Ipoilt an Life In, Connecticut. General In- with his wife Patti and their
Murray-Mayliekl
training in orthodontics after surauce. In Paducah.
surance Corporation.
22-month-old daughter Kent.
completing four years of
dental school.
MIA
Shield for you too
INSURANCE
Orthodontics is the dental
specialty
of correcting tooth
SHIELD
SEE
Of
and jaw alignment to perfect
SHELTER
the bite for Long-term dental
health in adults and
children.
William E. C-ole has- been
Other officers selected-for
named
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)
Is -manage the
-a second term include Drs.
John
B. Mattingly, Credithrift of America office
SOON TO BE
Louisville, president; and in Bel-Air Shopping Center.
SHELTIE INS.
Judson M. Knight, Lex-. He will supervise all conGk.& Anderson Secretary
COMPANY
sumer lending and related
ington, vice president.
transactions of the Murray
with.
branch in his new assignment.
Cole entered the company's management trainWe at the
ing program at Alexandria,
Ind. in 1978 and after two
years was advanced to assistant manager at Anderson,
Inc. He was promoted to
manager at Vincennes, Ind.
in October. Cole is a native of
William Cole
Hanover, Ind. and attended
schools there.,
consumer goods. The comCredithrift has served pany was organized at
Murray residents since 1968 Evansville, Ind. in 1920,
and now operates 35 offices where it still maintains its
in Kentucky. They provide national headquarters, and
personal and homeowner Credithrift stock is traded on
leans as well as handling the New York Stock ExWe can offer
paid on
Let us handle
retail finnncing .of durable change.

Oil Prices Are Edging Lower

With Liability Of At Least $40

Payments Required By Firms

Cornelison New
Hospital Social
Services Director

SAV •
HIGH WIRE ACTS
FOR TH

Houck Appointed
anager Of
Aetna Office

Kenneth Jones
New Head Of
Hospital Pharmacy

Moffitt Re-Elected
To Orthodontic
Association Post

There's a

Business
Insurance

West Ky. Rural
1-V4 Electric Co
-Op Corp.

Shield for you too

.10

Farmowners
DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

William Cole Named
Credithrift Manager

7S3-044S

,,xsavy Accounts Are yo
o say. ur
"x(el o Extra
/nes
FREE CHECKING

(1)'500 balance in checking

—or—
(2) S1,000 balance in
passbook accounts or
400 balance in C.D.
(3) No Charge on first 200
personalized checks

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to
Granny's Gift Shop
The Flower Basket
Gail Cornelison
, Gary Liouck
Kenneth Jones
Dr. Allen Moffitt
William Cole

51A%

Dam M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8. Residential

Call 4344372
Murrny K

sound financial
advice to you!

s10°° balance
or greater.

all of your
financial needs.

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd
Murray, Ky.
(502) 759-1234
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The White House'

4Lptz
—

By JAMES GERSTENZAN G
next three years. The Democrats are
Associated Press Writer
willing to commit themselves only to
WASHINGTON (API — Lyndon B. a one-year tax cut.
Johnson, that master tactician, workOne well-informed member of the
ed wonders on Capitol Hill, riding Witte House staff said the assassinaherd on the House and Senate in the tion attempt "clearly is a big plus for
wake of John F. Kennedy's assassina
the president's program and for
tion to push through his "Great Socie- Reagan himself."
• ty" legislation.
Speaking with the understanding
•
Will Ronald Reagan, whose lobby- that he would not be identified, this
ing skills are unproven, be able to souree said, "Before this, he was
garner a similar "sympathy vote" regarded as an amiable guy, the na. after an assassination attempt? Will tion's grandfather. Now he's a nahe, like 'Johnson, ride to success on tional hero.
Capitol Hill with a program-that could
Indeed, a public opinion survey
mean a sharp turnaround in the direc- taken a day after the assassination attion of the federal government?
tempt said the president's popularity
"A wounded president sitting in a had jumped 11 percent. In the lobhospital is in .the battiest of all byist's view, that jump will not ga
-4*d.tualtih the House-aria acaralt,0!"*"
AtilErser
pulpits,
tete-that:"
ver
-rst
-Those—guys respond to the at- •
In the days since Reagan was shot, taudes of their constituents," he said.
there has been only pne major test. On .1 don't think there's any question
C Cooley ewe Servium
an 88-10 vote, the Senate approved about sympathy."
$36.9 billion in cuts from the 1982' But, referring to what he perceived
budget..
as a reluctance to compromise on the
But that - was hardly a part of the Reagan forces, he said: "I
demonstration of sympathy for the skill think he's going to have one
president. The cuts were destined, helluva hard time on the personal tax
even before the shooting 10 days ago, cut."
to win overwhelming support in a
Deputy White House • press
Senate ruled by Reagan's own secretary Larry Speakes conceded
Republican Party'.
that with Reagan ,sidelined — and
Dr. James M. Byrn, Murray,
They had that going pretty well," unlikely to play a major role until he
said a lobbyist who has kept close tabs makes a nationally televised speech received the "Optometrist of the
on the legislation. "Reagan was going for his tax-cut plan sometime after Year" award at the Kentucky Opto get everything he wanted," said April 15 — the administration faces tometrist AsSociation's Annual Congress held in Louisville. Mrs. Byrn
dpne congressional aide.
some kind of a setback.
Both agree the president faces a
"For the time being, we're without was elected second vice president of
much tougher test in winning ap- our best salesman of the package, but the auxiliary.
proval of his proposals to cut business we know he'll be back soon and movDeaths reported include Mrs. Sallie
and personal income taxes over the ing ahead on it," Speakes said.
Jones, 84, Mrs. Lois E. Cope, 60, and
Noble Lester Parker,66.
By JOHN CUNN1FF-

.4

Business Mirror

NEW. YORK AP i — The life in- used to. In 1945, it says,a 45-year-old
surance industry has a problem, but man paid $45 for $1,000 of whole life,
as the more upbeat among its compared with about $23 now).
members view it, they really, have an
Unlike their counterparts among
opportunity. And. that opportunity is savings banks and savings and loan
likely to change, life insurance as we asociations, some insurers see the
know it.
situation ending. They have a plan,
The__problem — the _opportunity _-- they say, that may be irresistable to
involves low-cost loans, something it policyholders.
shares with another industry, the
William Clark, president and chief
home mortgage lenders. Each has executive officer of Massachusetts
made billions of dollars of loans on Mutual Life Insurance Co., which saw
which they lose money every day.
$270 million drained into policy loans
For mortgage lenders, such as sav- last year, describes a two-point proings banks and savings and loan gram to remedy the problem.
associations, the situation result's
First, policies will be rolled over.
from having lent money at single-digit According to Clark,insurers will offer
interest rates for up to 30 years into their clients new policies in exchange
the future.
for those containing the single-digit
For insurers, the problem arises loan provisions. As an inducement,
from the statutory requirement that, the new policies will be more attracif asked, they must lead to tive in other ways — but with less atpolicyholders much of the cash value tractive loan rates.
of whole life policies at rates that still
Secondly, the industry is confident
don't exceed 8 percent.
it will succeed in changing laws proAs a result, the insurers say, tens of viding for low-cost loan rates. In the
billions of dollars are tied up at below- future, said Clark, the industry may
market rates, with much of the money be able to make loans at rates that
simply being reinvested by borrowers vary with the market.
in money market mutual funds paying
That's the beginning. "There'll be
more than 15 percent.
more marketing innovations in the
The insurers don't like it. It forces next three to five years than in 50
them to be illiquid. It denies them,the. years before," said Clark.
chance to invest at a much greater
The reason: The unpredictability of
return. They even contend it prevents future economies. "You can't predict
them from lowering premiums faster the future," he said,"so in marketing
than they have been.
and investing we want to grow
( The industry says nds that life in- regardless of what inflation or insurance today costs much less than it terest rates are."

20 Years Ago
A large area is being acquired by
the Murray HOspital, according to
Guy Billington, hospital board chairman. This new area is located to the
south of the present hospital property
and extends from Eighth to Ninth
Streets.
Charles Eldridge, Vernon Gantt,
Nore Winter, Ed Frank Jeffrey, Helen
Crutcher, and • Krista Kemper,

tre...

•%.•'

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, April 11, the
-'40F•ntau44410t•.
eft in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 11, 1951, President Harry
S. Truman relieved Gen. DOuglas
MacArthur of his command in thefar
East.
On this date:
In 1677, William of Orange was
defeated at Cassel, Germany, by the
Duke of Orleans.

In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated unconditionally as Emperor
Rebecca Ann Fenton, daughter of to Finis Griffith and John Thompson, of France and- was banished to the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fenton, and James co-chairmen of the sale.
island of Elba.
Alan Adams,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
In 1899, the Philippine Islands were
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
Adams, have been awarded scholar- and Mrs. William C. Adams, Jr., on transferred from Spain to the United
ships by the Murray Moose Lodge No. April 6.
States.
•
2011, according to Paul Grogan,
In 1972, an earthquake in southern
Elected as officers of the Faxon
governor of the lodge.
Mothers Club were Mrs. Jerry Vance, Iran claimed some 4,000 lives.
Mrs. Roszella Williams, Mrs. Gary
Ten years .ago: U.S. helicoopters
The annual spring broom and mop Wicker,
Mrs. Randall Underhill, Mrs. broke
through a rini,A,g9sunkimist-sale of the Murray Lions Club has
Fanella Birdsong, and Mrs. Ruth
,fireo resuppirttiesieicd
been scheduled for April 27, according aostraie
American
ebabe tn Soulh Vietnam.
•
..Five year ago: Exploration for
oil
off the New England coast began.'
•
One year ago: The Treasury
students at the Murray College High Jerry Overby, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Department announced it was delaySchool, will enter the Kentucky James Dallas Willoughby, twins, boy
ing sending about $3 billioii in tax
Speech Festival at Lexington.
and girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts, refunds
to make sure there was
A Dairy Farm Tour will be held and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Milton
enough money in its accounts to cash
April 12 on the farms of Floyd Usrey, Donelson.
them.
Baron Palmer, W.D. Mceuiston, Bill
Barletta
Wrather, -frame
Today's birthdays: New York Gov.
Ed Hendon, Paul Blalock and Otley demonstration agent for Calloway
County, presented the lesson on "Pic- Hugh Carey is 62. Ethel Kennedy is 53.
White.
ture Framing" for the major project Thought for today: When God gives
Births reported at the Murray
leaders of the Homemakers Clubs of man an office, he gives him brains
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
enough to fill it. — German proverb.
Calloway County on April 5.

30 Years Ago
Roy Enoch, J. D. Grogan, Eugene
Colburn, Billy Moody. Gerald Coles,
Dwain McClard, L. E. Edmonds,
Lawrence'
Arnold, Henton, Craig,
Max Rethford, Mason Billington, Jimmy Haley, Swann Parks, James Harmon, Dan Shipley; Bobby Coles, and
Edward Palmer are pictured at the 4H and FFA Fat Hog Show and Sale
hold April 2 at the Murray livestock
Company.
The Kelly-Morris Circus will appear
in Murray on April 14 in a tent on the
Williams Show Ground on the Lynn
Grove Road.
Day Camp for the Murray Girl

.
0

'f.

Today In History

Looking Back

10 Years Ago

I

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup
Scouts will be held in the Murray City.
Park starting May 28, according to
Mrs. Robert Hahs, commissioner of
the Murray Neighborhood Group.
Births reported include a boy to Mr,
and Mrs. Thomas Roberts on April 1,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
Lovett on April 1, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cunningham on April 3.
Mrs. J. H. Doron was elected as
president of the Lynn Grove High
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
Association.
Cigarettes are listed at $1.67 per
carton in the ad for the White House
Grocery this week.

The Hensorts 064i-tied

As I promised last week, I will con- there. It is 11
/
2 miles from my great
tinue the family history of John A. grandfather's home he built in
1818.
Henson, as given to me by Mr. Rollie And here lam,the only one living
who
Kelley.
can trace a straight line of my
"My great grandfather's name was ancestors back 700 years,
'right back
Bartlet James Henson. He had four to the time the lefithe Netherla
nds to
boys: John, Jess, Henry and Phillip. this day.
One girl was named Nancy. My "And here I am,the only
one living
grandfather told me all about our peo- that is a nephew of this family
that
ple when I was 10 or 12 years old. They came to America from England
in the
had at one time a Dutch Bible brought year 1762. And if I live, I
will be 96
here from England. No one could read years old my next birthday.
And I
a word in it except my great grand- have had a good life. I lived for
65
ma. No one knows what went with it.
The decision to locate Murray's new Faxon High School, - accordin
years With the sweetest girl that ever
g to
"I remember what he told me to lived on this earth to me. I have
municipal park and playground on Holman Jones, principal
lived
at Faxon.
this
day. James Stewart settled on alone soon will be eight long years
Chestnut Street between Eighth and
A union service in commemoration
the
Wades' Creek one mile north of 25th day of September.
10th Streets was announced this week. of Good Friday will
be held, at the
Wadesboro in 1819. Banister Wade setDeaths reported this, week include First Christian Church today
at 1 p.m. tled at Wadesbor
o in 1819 and the town
"It has been rough at times, I did
Amos
Garland,
70,
Mrs.
Rosetta
with the Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, the
for governor of California.
An AP News Analysis
took its name from him. Benton, the not think I could make it.But after all,
Norswort
hy,
Miss
78,
Charlyn
HartRev.
C.
C.
Thompson, the Rev. Leon
That's the case with Justin W. Dart,
By WALTER R. MEARS
county seat of Marshall County, was bad as it has been, I suppose it could
chairman of the executive committee she'd, 16, John Timothy Duncan, 76. Haring,and the Rev. E. H. Lax taking
AP Special Correspondent
incorpora
ted Jan. 11, 1845. The land have been worse. When Flora was
Ortney
Williams,
and
I.ex
Lillard.
part
in the service.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kitchen of Dart & Kraft Inc. and the man who
for the town site was given by Francis taken from me, my hopes for the
Work was started April 9 on concabinets are supposed to be heard and said the kitchen cabinet was going out
Marriages announced this week in- Clayton and John Beardin,30 acres by future were all blasted; I had
lost
not seen. President Reagan's became of business. "The kitchen cabinet has struction of the Murray Stockyards, a clude
Mrs. Leila Swift Jones to Frank the former and 50 by the latter.
$20,000
everything in this world that meant
project.
gained
by
the
coall too visible and so, in theory, it has served its useful purpose and unless
Lawrence on April 5, Pearline
"The first house erected after the anything to me. We planned to live
the president'calls on some of us, the operation of the Chamber of Comdisbanded.
Rowland to Euing Edwards on March location of the county seat was a hotel right here and have
merce.
farmers,
and
business
men
of
a good time
, But in fact, presidents do have cabinet is finished," he told the Los
29, Pauline Houston to Wayne Jones by J. J. Everts, The Averits were the together in our last
Murray.
days, sitting in the
'friends, people whose counsel they Angeles Times. "It just hasn't any
Will Frank Steely, son of Mr. and on March 29, and Reba Lee to Jimmy first family to locate in Benton. They shade of our beautiful trees.
value. Some come into government reason to survive,"
had a baby to born in Benton; her
Mrs: T. M. Steely of Hazel, wowthird Clayton on April 5.
But the odds are that it will,in a less
with them:. some don't. And every
"My father died the day I was 14
name was Iway Averitt and her birth
place in the Kentucky High School
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
president has turned for advice to peo- structured, less visible, more tradiand
left me to make a living for
Oratorical Contest held at Lexington-. of
the Eastern Star was host for the occurred May 14, 1843 and her death myself, my mother
ple he-trusted before coming to office. tional way. Friends like Dart and
and three younger
He is a sophomore at Hazel High District
in
Benton Feb. 12, 1865.
School of Instruction held
They're entitled. A president automobile dealer Holmes Tuttle are
brothers. I sure had a tough go of it.
School.
"Philand
er
Palmer,
father
of Solon
April 8 at the Masonic Hall with Mrs.
only a telephone call away. Others are
doesn't have to fire his friends.
But there is one thing it taught me,
Twenty-six draftees including one
if I
Maude Hunter, district worthy grand Palmer, "the Banker," bought 300 had to do a
But the most influential among closer at hand. Attorney General
thing to live, I had the
volunteer, Ralph Houston Glover, 18,
acres
of
land
starting
two
blocks
east
matron,
William
French Smith is just down the
presiding. Iva Gilbert is worthem let the president know what they
left for Louisville and a year's service
of the courthouse at 250 per acre and nerve to do it. And I did, I have workthy matron of the Murray Chapter.
think when he asks, and they don't go avenue. Charles Z. Wick is to be direcMr. Palmer showed me the deed. It's ed at almost everything in my life.
in the U.S. Army on April 8.
Armour's Star-ham is listed as sellaround advertising the fact that they tor of the International CommunicaMax Hurt will be the speaker at the
been
50 years ago and was signed by And if I had it to live over I would not
ing for 25 cents per pound in the ad for
tions Agency.
have been heard where it counts.
Isaac Shelby, Kentucky's first gover- change a single thing,not one.
The term kitchen cabinet was coin- .2oilimencement services on May 1 at Blalock's Grocery this week.
The influence of untitled advisers
nor.
"My great grandfather was an old
always has been and probably always ed in derision, when President An"The Methodist Church was North Carolina Democrat. My grandwill be a point of friction with of- drew Jackson stopped meeting with
organized in Benton in 1849, with 12 father was a States' Right Democrat
,
ficeholders in the Cabinet and in Con- his real Cabinet and took counsel from
charter members. The Christian and I am too. The first governor
a
select
group of friends instead. They
I
gress, since appointed and elected ofChurch was organized in Benton in voted for was J.C.W. Beckham,
For the first time in the history of
and
ficials figure they should be doing the were backstairs advisers, and
Lexington.
1860
with 12 charter members. The the last was Julian Carroll.
Murray
State
College
the registration
Jackson's detractors denounced their
advising.
Mrs. E. B. Houston and Mrs. Zera Baptist Church was organized in Ben- John A. Henson"(no date
totals more than 1,100 in the college
given)
Reagan has relied throughout his influence.
Robertso
n of Murray,state officers of ton on Oct. 4, 1860 with 10 charter
A good part of the controversy over proper for the first day of registration
political career on a circle of close
the Woodmen Circle, took an official members. That's all the churches
associates, dominated by Los Angeles Reagan's version of a kitchen cabinet on April 6. The total registration was part in
Miirray Ledger & Times
the society's state convention there were in Benton at that time,and
businessmen but including others, stems from the fact that it went 1.109.
USPS 306-700
L Ammon,
held April 9 and 10 at the Irvin Cobb now, 127 years later I am writing
Editm
pubibthe
like Sen. Paul N. Laxalt of Nevada. In public, first raising funds for his tranWalter
Deaths reported this week include Hotel, Paducah.
about
it.
R. Gene McCutcheon
some cases, the association dates sition expenses and inauguration, T. J. Uncle Dick Outland,75, Howell
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
The Rev. R. R. Brooks and Mrs. G.
Some change I say. I doubt if many
back 15 years, to his first campaign then organizing to wage what was to Caldwell, 15,Sam Chrisrnan, Jacob V. T.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
Hicks presented a special program have the time to stop and think how Christmas Day,
New Years Day and
have been a high-priced campaign for Mayer, R. L. Keeney, Arch K.
4
at the meeting of the Mothers Club of far we have come. Land selling now at ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., IC01Thsrikagiv.
N. 4th 31,
public support of his economic Walker, 78, Eugene Darnell, 49, Mrs.
Murray,
Ky.
43071.
Second
Clue
Postage
the Murray Training School.
Paid at
two and three thousand dollars an Murray,Ky.43071.
policies.
Edward Marine,and Mrs. W. E. Belt.
Elected as officers of.the Delta acre,that same land sold to my great
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
The Committee for a New BeginnThe county agent appropriation of Department of the Murray Woman's grancifatherlor 25e an acre. Can you earners. $3.25 per month, payable in advance
By main')Calloway County and to Benton, Haring was disbanded abruptly, at White $1,800 for the
year, June 1, 1931 to Club were Miss Evelyn Linn, Miss think of it?
By Ken Wolf
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Fermington, Ky., and
House behest, amid charges it was us- June 1, 1932,
was passed by the Donnye Clopton, Mrs. Wilbert
"The first courthouse was a log Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, To,, 034.50 per
The next time that you find yourself ing
pressure tactics to line up cor- CallAwa,younty
year. By mail to other destinations. 131,30 pax,
Outland
and Afi,58.„.HoliFarmer.
c"..z.borl
abing
air_idare
, sold E.." .,"..5,4Theidirst jail
sem
porate contribliti
-Yite organizers it possible for C. 0. Dickey
John
Rowlett
to stay on
caught five nice bass was a log structure and erected by
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
gathering where someone invites you denied that,
even as they announced as Calloway County Farm Agent.
foi April 7 while.fishing from Clark's John Hyatt in 1843. The first clerk's of- Association and Southern Newspaper Publiahers
to "join in and sing" when you don't the organizat
Aasociation.
ion was folding.
fice was a frame building and sold to
know the words,take heart!
Judge Ira D. Smith, Hopkinsville, River near Murray.
The Usociated Press is exclusively entitled to
In the first months of the Reagan
Carman Parks was honored at a the highest bidder for $9.12%.
repubdsh local news originated by The Murray
Poor Ulysses S. Grant, Civil War achilligst
will
open
the
April
term
of
Circuit party
ration,, the kitchen cabinet
Ledger 4Times as well as all other Al'news.
on his 16th birthday on April 2
"My grandparents were both born
general and president, once com- began to
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
sound as though the group Court on April 13. John T. King is the given by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. in 1808. Grandma died June 1894 and Business Office
mented sadly:
730.1118
was created by appointment. That's commonwealth attorney.
Raymond Parks.
733-11/18
Grandpa died Jan. 16, 1900, both Classified Advertising
I know only two times: one of them for the other Cabinet,
Retail Display) Advertising
the official one.
Dr.
H.
McElrath
M.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 11 buried in Old Rough Creek Cemetery. Circulation
and Dr. F. E.
, is 'Yankee Doodle,' and the other The friends of presidents
are not Crawford attended the meeting of the cents per pound in
the ad for Shroat There was at one time an old News and Sports Dept
one isn't.
7
751-53-1
13-1111
1189
11
friends by appointment.
is
Kentucky Dental Association held in Bros. Meat Market this week.
Primitive Baptist Church building
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Green Spaces In Murray And London

P

The Murray Woman's the so-called green belt law city's northern margin. It is could be developed to inten- space I have mentioned, to look at the results, and healthful and convenient design and arrangement,
Club, with support from the — ha's reinforced these spacious and beautiful, but sify either residential, com- partly public, partly private there is a kind of tyranny in distribution of population, wise and efficient expenthe promotion of good civic diture of public funds..."
Kentucky Humanities Coun- private inclinations. A strip not central or close to those mercial or industrial land in maintenance and enjoy- that,too.
wide
miles
several
who
land
We
do
not
use it. The park is a uses." There was no sugges- ment. lt,lifts property values
consider zoning
cil and this newspaper, is of
sponsoring a series of ar- surrounding greater London place one drives to, as one tion toward increasing and spirits as well. We need laws un-American. The Murray Planning Commission's
ticles -on the topic "Com- can never be developed. And drives to a shopping center. public lands in small parcels more of this sort of thing.
munity Beautification." In a city and country where We localize our green spaces to create buffers and interLand,of course, is wealth. purposes put creating "s
BROCCOLI
Garden
Department land is at a great premium instead Of scattering them. nal green spaces, or en- It is not the American way to suitable living environment"
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
member Nancy Adams is the huge public parks,created in The park is a fine one, but couraging
private tell a man what he can do or before .fostering economic
not do with his land. It would growth, and in so doing the
project director. Dr. Michael the nineteenth century, are what of the rest of the city?
developers to do so.
In 1965 the Murray PlannCohen, Professor of English open to the public along with
Residents of Olive Street be tyranny to force commission was responding
For 6
and Assistant Dean of the royal parks which are ing Commission's General take great pride in the green, beautification upon so- appropriately to a Kentucky
NURSERY &
Plan found that thirty per tree-lined space which meone. On the other hand, if statute (KRS 100.660) which
Humanistic Studies at Mur- much older.
SPECIALIZED
GREENHOUSE
LANDSCAPING
ray State, has explored Lon- Murray presents a great cent of the city's area was divides their greet between he chooses to embark on a mandates planning aimed
"TOTALLY '• FREE ESTIMATES
OPEN 9-S MON.-SUN.
don while doing research on contrast. In the early seven- vacant land. The commis- 13th and 14th. This pleasant systematic uglification pro- toward, among other things,
941. MURRAY.
the relationship between ties the city and county sion concluded that "all the area is exactly the sort of gram of tree-topping or "adequate provision for light
large
park
at
the
created
a
landscape
painting
-vacant
shanty-building,
promotion
of
the
English
land within the city buffer zone or internal green
we all have and air, the
and poetry. He draws some
interesting comparisons
between London and Murray
.1%**kv<vokk949;11 .
which bear upon how, we
K mart' ADVERTISED
MERCligipISE P LICY
make use of space in our
city's development.
Green Spaces In
la'sea
ctveR:s
eeo
r" .7te
'
rnto sk nOo
nt c'u
eZetsor 'tpt,
ay
'
aislahb
af7
chase clue to any unforeseen reagon
• Murray and London
K-mart wtil ,ssue a Rae Check_on request
for the merchandise one len, or reason
Dr.Michael Cohen
able family quantity) to be purchased at the
In Murray, there is one
sale once whenever available Or WfO sell
you areduarable
conv
quality item at a compablock of city park space for
rable
ction in Price
every forty blocks of
it
residential, commercial, or
industrial space. In London,
maser charge
England, there is one block
HOW
NE
OR
park
for
of green square or
every twenty blocks. The
6 Per
Package
surprising fact that London
ilirnit 2 Pkgs.1
is publicly greener than
Murray results partly from
official planning, but more
-from a widespread, private
attitude about spaces that
are shared. In London,
though there are large public
parks, there are also hundreds and hundreds of small
landscaped sqtiare_s a„.Save *2
qtrarttt&hilttittObTo-Ch in
Our Reg 14 24
Sale Price
Our Reg 166
Our Reg 68S Pkg
Our Reg. 9.97
size. Many are-completely •
public. Others are kept up
T.;sty F rod Chicken Dinner
Pkgs. 884
solely for the use of those livOut
With 16 Oz. Drink
ing around the edges of the
Spread
Twin
Oven Cleaner
Pkg. of 6 Hanger
3 pieces of chicken, cole slaw,
square, though even these
In cotton/rayon
16-oz
Wire
vinyl-cooled
spray
24" Push Broom
french fries, and roll & butter. "
can, safety cap
Our Regular 15.44
Save
are usually open to the
cho!ce
Color
•Nel
Palm ra hri0k=s
public during most of the
day:
Few Londoners
private yards, of course, but
they have green zones which
buffer their public lives
rather than landscape which
2.5 Oz.
is their possession, planted
Our Reg. 5.96 - Days Only
Ban Roll On
and weeded by the solitary
landowner, surrounded and
guarded by chain-link
ART IIIIISPRAIIT
01000IWIT
fences.
It is a different attitude
Men's Neat Golf Shirt
which cultivates its public
,Polyesteric_otton shirt w4h
space in this way. Lewis
placket front. White, colors
Nurnford — an American —
says of,this aspect of London: "Who can doubt the
. .41L
sanity and wisdom of this
GRILL
THIS IIICCO
original urban structure —
IS FACTOILV
buildings,
inone of low
PREASSEMBLED
dividual houses, and a
private life counterbalanced
amiable
the
by
Our Reg. 4.88
gregariousness of the street
tarVKAPO'segfigitah..
markets, the parks, and the
pubs?" ,
Londoners are not very
Pkgs.$ I 3ir;tkg
different from us in most
SPRING SWEATER SHOW-OFFS
Pack of Vacuum Bags
ways, especially in preferrcleaners
most
for
Sizes
ing the single family house
The little sweater, in colors and patterns
djustable 183/4" square
and liking a bit of greenery.
that sing of spring. Soft polyester knit. Misrid.
1-pc. tilt-away hood
But they may be slightly less
ses'sizes.
bowiihnod
vents. Lift out
utilitarian than we are about
rate. Heavy gauge steel.
parks. Where we are inclined%
to think of par as for
FILM
picnickers, for ballp ers;
or for younger kids (in w h
.
D EV ELOPING
•
case they must have swing
•
sets), the most typical London square has only grass,
Mode tram Polarshrubs, trees, a walking
oid' or Kodak' inpath,and benches.
stant Pictures,
Save'
022
' •
For the last forty years, of•and Any Regular
Lillies For
size Snapshots
ficial policy in England

BEDDING PLANTS

Hoffman's 504
759-4512

rr

SUNDAY

TUESDAY
THRU

PR10EBREAKERS
97°

2

5.97

4.33

$5

3

Swinger II Grill

•COPY PRINTS

3.97

•
OR
• PRINTS
• FROM
• SLIDES

Easter
, lovely

—

Lexington Firm
Gets Contract
For Improvements
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API
— The state has awarded
Elkin Construction &
Engineering Co. of Lexington a $16,817 contract to
make improvements for the
physically handicapped at
the Lexington Technical Institute.
The work is scheduled to
begin April 19 at the University of Kentucky and be cornpleted about Oct. 21.

•

3

Easters
lily plants In 6"
pots Save. --

•

•

Prima For
Fancy Mums On Sale
Mums in 6" pots. Save.

Save 6.16

•Instamatic. Camera
With 12-exp. roll 126

131iQuality parts and service

Our

10.57
Metal Ironing Table

Installed
Sale Sun. Thru Sat.

'KM 200' 2+ 2
Fiberglass-belted
Whitewall Tires

Our best quality. With adjustable height and 4 legs.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Rit Nona Wow Tins by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7S111111 between 5:31 p.m.
6'16 pa.. Mein Orsoi6 NH. a
BO p.a. sod I pa.Satan
A circulation department my** is on flithe durjag4liese
periods to insure doliiiory
of your newspaper. Colts must
be placed by6p.a. weekdays orpa. Saturdays to guarantee
deemu.
ho regular business office
J•
hours of Ila Nara to*I beore I iah S pa. Monday
Friday and 1 Labia*
:zihrfs

4

color film

With Exchange
MeroL

I rodr
I...0N
111.plecame., I innr,
••
OA ISM Meng%
Prete.. adiv.trwont
1lVare•My
vow*4.4 •••••

Our Pe?. 38.88
A7 x13
Plus F.E.T. 1.69 Ea.

12113
ELUINZ3

•2 polyester cord plies
plus 2 fiberglass belts
•7 multi-siped tread ribs
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Ea.

L.I.L.11717.1

MoUnlIng Included —
No Trade-In Required

sale Sun. Thru Sat.

• r66.88
ez-41'T

0-Mo. Battery

Radial Shocks

•

"Our Best" shocks
for many U.S. cars.

ointenanceree. For many Cars'
Top a side terminals

AlPilrirsicm'
TI-IF

SAVING PLACE

-1-

Adatoonol ports ond
services which may be
needed are extra

ale Mon. Thru Sot.

•un. Thru Sat.

1188

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install 4 sets
quality brake
shoes
2. Resurface 4 brake
drums
3. Rebuild wheel
cyiinders it
possible, replace If
necessary at
additional parts
cost per cylinder
4. Inspect master
cylinder
S. Repack wheel
bearings
6. Replace front
grease seals
7. Refill hydraulic line

54_813
rum Brakes
-wheel For man
.S., foreign cars.

On Sale
Sun. Thru Tues
For
Many
Wheels

Color

Choice

5Quart AN Seasons
SAE 10W30
or 10Vi40
liktor ON

„

•

41.1400:4

'111. •
Yana:6

- -

•

41'1
4161146kt'1111041111

•
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Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow •

Are Tackle Builders
Better Fishermen?

MEMO OUTDOORS

•
with sinkers and wire rigs.
several- - lures to tear one
These are a couple of basic down and combine parts,
reasons that making your you can make exactly what
own tackle in the off season you need in terms of size,
will help to make you a bet- color, pattern, finish, action
ter angler this season. First, and weight. By building your
is the confidence factor. own lures, you.be,e)he con1611146iti;eatTne fidence that- you willtake
ey
hard to -reach.
ideas, gained from years of more fish and be more sucyears of experience on the experienccas to what makes cessful.
water and countless hours of a good lure and what-the..10441111161‘iity related
is
fishing to distill the informa- on home waters will take cost. An average spinner
tion needed to produce fish rrinst of the time. Often that bait can be built for about
consistently.
experience will dictate the 65( - about one third the
But there is one short cut changes necessary for dif- store cost, while a $4.00 plus
that you can take that comes ferent tides, current flow, can be made in a few
as .close as a guarantee as --seasons of the years, water minutes for 25e to $1.50 in
possible in the chancy world clarity, fishing depth, cost. When you are fishing,
of sport- fishing .of making temperature, winl, and you might be reluctant to
you a better angler. And that other conditions that affect cast a four dollar plug into-a
short cut doesn't titre away fish and how they feed. And snaggy area where you
any time-nrilbe-TUTiter or in- just as often, manufacturerSriiight loose it.-But a home'
volVe fancy formulas or ex- may not make, or you may made plug at one third or
pensive equipment. th fact, not have just the right lureur less the cost-will be readily
it will help you save money enough of them for all these fished in spots that store• and have fun at the same -varying conditions. But, bought plugs never see.
time. It's nothing more than when you make your own.
After all,any potential loss
making your owq tackle
1-ss alto, it lost,
1 43'n- e-4-144elte-W
oday. anglers have that will take the fish under another ,can be • quickly
available. more- parts than the conditions you fish on made. The result is a subtle
ever before to make all types your home water.
ichange of philosophy and atOf fishing rods and lures, inThus, instead of fishing titude that leads tackle
cluding spoons, spinners, with lures that you know are builders to fish -in all the
bucktails and jigs', soft questionable as to their fish tough spots - those. very
plastic lures, plugs, along attracting ability or buying same spots- where the fish
Everybody-- wants to
become the best angler on
his block - catch the biggest
bass in the reservoir, to land
the biggest fish in the surf, or
to be the best trout angler on
the local streams.

•••

I*Irak hunts

I'm usually not afraid of
are often found and that storms, but this one was difother anglers are avoiding. ferent. I'd left the porch door
:ar'•
A third factor is customiz- of Bubba Torbet's hunting
ing. After all, when you shack open when I went to
make a lure, you aren't bed. Rain soothes me. But
restricted to a color, size, now the noise outside soundlike a tempest: pine limbs
types pattern or fit4,1tros
asKing on the roof,.wind
binatIon'rounu
pack on a perforated board howling like a banshee, rain
rack. You can make exactly driving down in torrents on
what you think will work the sodden Alabama counbest and experiment to tryside.
I raised my arm from
develop new lure and color
combinations. When you below the covers to check
think about it, it was ex- my watch. The huidnous dial
perimentation that produced read 3 a.m. in the darkness. I
all the current hot produc- decided to get up and look
tion lures that fill mo§t outside. I stumbled across
the dark bunkroom, found
angler's tackle boxes.
There are similar factors the light switch, and nothing
Jhat will make a rod building happened. The electricity
angler just a little bit better was out.
/
if
So by the periodic flash of
also. First, the hundreds of
%cry mihr
,
chocks his shetesses pattern le maticipatioh of his first turkey host
rod blanks available from a lightning I walked out into
Pirate By Weds Seem
dozen major manufacturers the living'room, around the
give home rod builders an piano and the chairs, onto croplands: He's been a close turkey. I deCied it was time.turkey hunt he'd scored.
That was our only action of
unlimited choice in rod type, the Jorge screened porch. _friend for several years,and to try something different,
and
SUM
1
urG71—§
T
y
tiZir
thr
Vettend:--Everyorte-- had
amidst
And
the
drowning
style, action, materials,
he's gracious enough to
power, etc. By getting-- the noises of rain and thunder allow me hunting privileges up, too, and was looking gone home by the time the
precise type of rod that you and the nearby, surging on several of his tracts, in- through the woods as I turn- storm came in leaving me
want fonyour fishing, rather Cowikee Creek, I lost my eluding what has to be some e_cl back toward the field. alone for the night facing a
whispered. long drive -back to Kentucky
than settling from those fear and reveled in where I of the best turkey hunting _Gerry,"
Don't
move
muscle.
a
Just the next morning.
and
was
the
show
nature was land in the country's best
available on a dealer's rack,
freeze right where you are."
For all the storm's fury,
you will fish raore effective- putting on for me.
turkey hunting state.
Eighty yards distant, the damage was minimal. A
ly, with. more confidence,
Torbet's Lodge is a hunI had Gerry Bilbrowith greater ease, while ting camp in southeast prepared. He'd brought a scratching for food in the couple of downed trees
knowing that you built your Alabama. The last weekend full dose of camouflage sandy soil, were a dozen blocked the road out to the
custome rod for almost half of each March I return there clothing, a magnum shotgun turkeys. Somehow they'd highway, but I locked in my
the cost of a similar quality to see old friends and hunt and plenty enthusiasm. On failed to spot us. I couldn't hubs and drove through the
wild turkeys with them. Friday night he'd arrived in see any big gobblers, but ditches around them.
production rod.
BeforETurging or MonMaybe
I'm a little romantic camp, we caught up on work several sported first-year
The three factors —low
tgomery and the interstate
cost, personal customizing about it, but for me the trip is and families and old times, beards of young toms.
When the turkeys weren't home, I stopped in the little
and the fact that tackle and tantamount to a few days in and then we hit the sack earlooking
I dropped to the town closest to the camp and
hunting's
past.
The
Lodge
is
rod building is an enjoyable
ly.
ground,
and
Gerry did the bought a cup of coffee. I talkwintertime hobby, give owned by Lew "Bubba" The next morning was a
same.
squared
He
around to ed turkey hunting add the
Torbet,
Jr. It's nestled in a turkey hunter's dream: still
serious anglers all the incentive they need for building remote tract of Alabama's and bright and warm. The a shooting position, and I storm with the owner.
Neither of us knew the storm
tackle this winter. Parts for Russell County, surrounded owls were hooting down in gave d soft series of yelps.
All
turkeys
the
turned
and
was a warning. That town
pine
by
lands
and
soybean
building your own lures and
cranbrake swampa.—anel
—iboro, Alabama,
rods are often available at and pasture fields that turkey gobblers were corn- looKed-W_one young torn was Hurt
your local tackle shop or abound with wild game: ing to life on limbs in tall walked direct toward us. and two nights later it was
At thirty yards he started destroyed by a killer torfrom Pfeiffer's Tackle turkeys, deer,quail, rabbits. longleaf pines_
-AA. gettirg_
suspicious. "Better_ nado. On NBC national news
Crafters, a components niail - The Lodge has a rich
But they didn't gobble.
shoot,"
I breathed, and I saw that same store, now
history
southern
and
a
flavor From our vantage on a high'•
order house, carrying 2,800
items for the rod and tackle so thick you could pour it pasture we failed to hear a Gerry 'touched off' his- only a pile of debris with one
_builder, along with a book over grits ,rliptne walls hang single turkey where I'd seen magnum. On his first wild wall left standing.
that tells you exactly how to majestie deer hgads, a pair a flock the day before.
do it all. Their 60 page 1981 of fine cap and ball rifles,
They were here, we knew,
catalog is available for $1.00 pictures of long-gone bird so we started slipping from
Monday through Friday
Friday, April 11
(refundable on the first dogs and hunters and camp field to field, checking the
April
13-17
Cosmos: The Voyage To The
order of $10.00 or more from cooks and horses.
pockets of-pasture that ran
But the people are what into the woods. On the third Natural Resource Manage- Stars
Pfeiffer's Tackle Crafters,
ment Awareness Week
Golden Pond Visitors
14303 Robcaste Road, really make the trip wor- field we- spotted a solitary
Center, 8 p.m.
Phoenix, Maryland 21131 thwhile. They are real sport- turkey some 300 yards away,
Land Between The Lakes Saturday, April 18
smen, competent hunters and we started our stalk. 4)
301 667-6464.
will
be observing this week Harness Program
who leave veterinary and
Suddenly to our left we
Ever harnessed a horse? If
dental practices and timber heard a distinct gobble. I to highlight the importance
businesses behind when they checked._ the dirktlon, then of goad resource manage- you want to work'em you've
don their camouflage. Then whispered to GerT•y. "Let's ment to wildlife and to the got to be able to harness'em.
they specialize in turkeys get to that bird. We're not public. Groups may make We'll show you how to do it
and good times; they're ex: even sure the one in the field arrangements for a forestry and identify the gear we use.
day on April 13, fisheries on The Homeplace-1850. 10 a.m.
MAMMOTH CAVE NA- perts at both.
is a gobbler."
April 14, waterfowl on April Saturday and Sunday
TIONAL PARK,Ky. AP)And this year there was a
Across a plowed field we
15, nongame on April 16, and April 18-19
A Mammoth Cave National special treat. I hadn't seen ran, and the
torn sounded off
game management on April Dogwoods and Redbuds
Park ranger will conduct a Gerry Bilbro for three year„s,
again on the far side of the
17. Activities on manage"Great Green River Canoe when he was in my wedding. nearest
Mid-April normally finds
woods. We slipped
ment days will include in- the forest alive with the sight
Trip" through the park April We've kept in touch via
into the woods, found a
25, park officials say.
phone and letters. But since hiding place with our backs door and outdoor activities of flowering dogwood and
and demonstrations. Make redbud trees. It's a great
The trip will start at Mun- our Air Force days, getting
to two trees, and made the
reservations by calling (502) time to be out Of doors so
fordville and 20 canoes will together seemed almost imjoin
first call.
924-5602, extension 238, our staff and guest leaders
take part. Persons in- possible. We'd planned all
Nothing happened. I
terested in the trip should year for him to meet me in
Center Station, 9:00 am.-- for your favorite field activiwaited ten minutes, then
contact Park Superintendent camp for his introduction to
2:30 p.m. each day.
ty. Wildflower Walk. 9-11
called again. Still nothing.
Robert Deskins.
a.m. Bird Observations and
the maddening task of trying "Gerry, keep a sharp Thursday, April 16
Recording. 9-11 a.m. bring a
to fool smart old gobblers.
lookout and don't move," I Sheep Shearing
The • folks at The cassette tape and record a
I always hunt on the pro- whispered. -That turkey
Homeplace-1850 depend on bird song to take home. BogShow me a home where the perty of Mr. Alfred Grant of might be coming."
sheep
for much-needed wool Slog, noon-3 p.m. in search of
Corner,
Alabama.
Mr. Alfred
buffalo roam and I'll show you
For the next forty minutes
owns an almost unthinkable we held our position, not see- to spin. Come see us shear reptiles and amphibians:
rugs with a deep pile!
16,000 acres of forests and ing or hearing any sign of a our sheep the good old way. Beaver Basics, noon-3 p.m.
The Homeplace-1850. 10 a.m. Center Station.
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Calendar Of Events
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Canoe Trip
April 25

rç

FLORIDA TAKE - Proudly displaying a string of mere than 35 poomds of big
month bass taken front Lake Okeechobee, Fla., recently is Mrs. Denald E.(Bonnie)
Jones, 1408 Xe•niand Drive, Murray. Si,. and her hasband, who is dean of extended
education at Murray State University, wore fishing out of Anglers Marina at
Clewiston, Fla., during the university's recent spring break, March 12-18.
***************************
*
*
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*
*
*
*
*
*-

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

i* Kenlake Marina I
*
*
*
*
*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
,t Rentals- Guide Service-Covered
:
. ,Storage*
Launching
*
Ramp-Tackle,
Bait
*
*
*
*
i 502i 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
* Rt. 1 Hardin
*
*
****************************

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 40'and 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers

AL'S HOME

* Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
*
*

641 Super Shell

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

4

•Cover AN Windows
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Roofing
•Storm Windows 12 Doors

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operate-ekninates marine growth on boat bottom

Free Estimates Call

Hw.641 South

436-2802

Authorized EWAIRUDE DEALER
Sales & Service

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Rt.5 Box 2059 Murray, Ky

kri

EVII7RIJDF
HALES di
SERVICE"

Adjacent to Spartsman's Safari Campground

Rt.5 Benton,K Y 42025

502/3544558

'
,UMW

Storey's
,J

appy
oliday
ravel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
.RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky

753-411;

DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCLURI

Yoke 91 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 milts post Bonner s Grocery Yoke
blacktop into Panororndund follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483

I •

FOOD
GFAN
Open 7 Days A Week

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
•
Hwy.641 So.
Phone 753-8322

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6
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Fins SL Feathers
Lake-By-Lake
Rundown

•

Dickie Garland, Murray, caught this slit peund fear mance bass March 2, whik
Photo Cipartssy Murray Salt Cs.
fishing in.local farm paid.

If you haven't been crap- hatch, then when the time is
pie fishing yet, I hope you right, they will bring the
can go real soon. There have females in.
been somefantastic catches • During this pre-spawn run
brought in from both Ken- the crappie are ravenous
tucky and Barkley Lakes and will strike many difand the fish haven't started ferent kinds of artificial
lures as wellas minnows.
to spawn yet!One of the most favorite is
The water temperature is
60 degrees, but so far it has the lead head jig more comrisen slowly, which is perfect monly - caller% do-jig.
for a good spring run. The Several different colors will
lake elevation is nearing work so carry an assortment
summer pool so maybe and change if one isn't workeverything will click at just ing.
There are many small
the right time.
Many of the crappie taken spinners that work very well
last week, were in fairly also. Feathers, hair and
shallow water next to clean, plastic curl tail grubs adorn
small size, gravel banks. hooks of all shapes and sizes,
This doesn't mean that you which will probably catch
can't catch crappie on the fish sometime.
Th choosing alure or jlg for
dropoffs and-ledges anymore
because-you can! I am say- crappie, you should pick the
ing that large schools of ones with medium soft hooks
males come into shallow that will hpnd and_pull loose
water first and scout for • if you should hang into brush
spawning areas which will or rocks. It is easier on the
be suitable for the eggs to pocketbook in the long run.

Steve Pember and I fished
the Blood River area Saturday, in the rain, and we had
a field day. We east white
feather jigs on rock banks,
over stump beds and sunken
tree tops. The harder it rained, the. better the fish bit. No
kidding now, it really was
great to catch fish that way.
We totaled 65 crappie and 8
bass, with 7 of the bass being
too small to measure.
I kept one, a 4'2 pound
smalLmouth that will probably end up on my wall. I
was using 6 pound test line
on my ultralight rod and I
must admit it was a great
thrill to land that rascal.
Steve did a super job with
the net after I was able to get
the bass in close enoughto
dip,so a lot of the credit goes
to him.
Anyway, get out and fish
this weekend good times are
just a cast away.
Happy Fishing!

• wit
4.
.

"

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) fair to good still fishing min- White bass runs are still nows 12 to 15 feet deep and
held in check by spring by'jigging along banks at
weather and high winds have about 3 feet; white bass are
kept fishermen home, but fair to good by casting spincrappie are being caught in ner baits toward later aftersome,. .numbers on Ken: noon in heads of creeks and
tucky's major lakes. The fair in headwaters; black
- -i,„,;0(e:4111111)510,14—on crinkbaits in
rundown, t-- . T.,;101.„.„;,
ment of Fish and Wildlife creeks, bays and along
deeper banks; rockfish fair
Resources:
on jig and porkrinds along
Kentucky — Crappie fair banks; white bass slow;
but improving in shallow trout good below the dam on
bays over cover and good corn and cheese (some
jigging along banks in the limits); clear to murky to
tailwaters; catfish good in muddy, rising, 22 feet below
tailwaters; clear, rising the timberline,54 degrees.
slowly at 1'r2 feet below sumDale Hollow — Crappie
mer pool,60 degrees.
fair on minnows in 6 to 10
Barkley — Crappie fair to foot depths; black bass fair
good 3 to 4 feet deep over using crankbaits and large
submerged cover; white minnows off shallow points;
bass and catfish slow in clear to murky,stable,5 feet
tailwaters; murky to mud- below normal pool and 57
dy, rising,. one foot below degrees.
summer pool,60 degrees.
Laurel — Crappie fair over
Barren — Crappie fair to stickups; trout fair on corn
good in headwaters; bass and cheese; black bass slow
slow but of good size; white in inlets grul baysol,5(bur:
bass fair to gotA ëléaEiO face plugs; clear, rising
murky, 12 feet below -sum- slowly; 19 feet below power
mer pool,58 degrees.
pool,56 degrees.
Nolin — Crappie fair on
Cave Run — Black bass
minnows in 8 to 10 feet of fair • using spinners and
water over submerged crankbaits in heads of
cover; black bass slow using coves; clear to murky,
crankbaits off shallow and stable, 2 feet below summer
medium points; white bass pool,56 degrees.
slow in the headwaters;
Buckhorn — White bass
clear to murky, 7 feet below fair in headwaters and
summer pool and 58 degrees. tailwaters; crappie slow at 8
Rough River — Crappie to 12 feet over submerged
fair on minnows over cover; muddy,stable, 10 feet
stickups and ledges; black below summer pool., 57
bass slow on medium and degrees.
deep runners; murky to
Grayson — Crappie fair to
muddy,rising at 8 feet below good in 4 to 6 feet of water
summer pool and 58 degrees. over submerged cover;
Herrington — Crappie fair black bass slow to fair
on minnows 10feet deep over casting spinner baits; clear,
submerged -cover; bluegill rising, 6 feet below summer
fair on worms over stickups; pool,55 degrees.
clear to murky,stable, 4 feet
Dewey — Bluegill slow to
below summer pool, 52 fair; crappie slow 5 to 6 feet
degrees.
deep using minnows; mudGreen River — Crappie dy, stable at summer pool
fair jigging along banks in and 60 degrees.
windsheltered coves; clear
Fishtrap — Crappie slow
to murky,rising,7feet below on jigs and minnows; mudsummer pool,55 degrees.
dy, rising at 16 feet below
Cumberland — Crappie summer pool,60 degrees.

Local Fishing
Report
Wednesday, April 8,
Barkley Lake upper stage
357.85, lower stage not
available.
Water
temperatures: surface 60
degrees; 10 feet 58 degrees;
25 feet 58 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 357.90.
Thursday, April 9, Barkley
Lake upper stage 357.80,
lower stage 313.10. Water
temperatures: surface 58
degrees; 10 feet 58 degrees;
25 feet 59 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 357.85.
Friday, April 10, Barkley
Lake upper stage 357.77,
Water
lower stage 312
temperatures: sir ce 60
degrees; 10 feet 59 degrees;
25 feet 58 deOrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 357.89.
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Darrell Mikholl, of Murray, brologht a limit of crappie by Murray Balt Co. Thursday, April 9. Mitchell was fishing en Barkley Lake.
Plea% My Mary Burrow

'Crappie Run'
Gilbertsville, KY — Crap- tion. But they're poised
pie are now moving up to the now to return to the banks,
shoreline to spawn at Ken- and if the weather remains
tucky Lake, and fishing stable, this should happen
veterans agree that the very soon. The big females
famous "Crappie Run" will will move in behind them in
take place within the next 10 a matter of hours.
days to two weeks. Barring
unforeseen cold fronts or The "Crappie Run" is
lake level fluctuations, the generally recognized as the
peak of the spawning activi- best time of the year the
ty should occur in the middle catch the delicious panfish.
Each April thousands of
week of the month.
"We've already had some anglers migrate to Kentucky
males up in the shallows to Lake to work brush-lined
pick nesting sites, but a cold banks with cane poles and
front over the weekend push- minnows. Timing of the
ed them back to deeper "Run" is critical, since
water," said Wade Bourne, a several different factors are
spokesman for the Kentucky involved in when the fish will'
Lake Vacationland associa- spawn. Wat,er temperature,

water clarity, lake levels
and the amount of sunlight
must combine properly to
signal the crappie to move
into the shallows.
"The stage is set, and we
should have some good crappie fishing in shallow water
for the next two weeks,"
Bourne said. He added that
daily reports on fishing are
issued by the Marshall County Chamber of Commerce's
"Fisherman's Hotline."
Anglers desiring the latest
Kentucky Lake fishing conditions can get them by calling 502-527-7665. Reports will
be_issued live during office
hours and by tape from 5
p.m.-9 a.m.

Except for the wind, the
last few days have been good
for fishing, the weather has
been real warm and the
water temperatures have
climbed into the 60's.
Many fishermen have
been catching several bass
in local farm ponds, since
these warm faster than the
lakes.
Crappie fislUng has been
real good on both lakes and
with the rising water they
should begin to move in soon
and spawn.
Several people have
already begun to take crappie in tree-tops and
brushpiles, but so far they
have mostly been males,
which means the females
have not moved in yet.

•.•••••.•••••••.•.•.•.•.•••...•••.•.•.•.
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:Hooks Wheel
•• Alignment .
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:Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
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Am Nays took these 49 crappie while fishing he Cypress Crook is Kentsteity Lake
AprN 2.
Mole Ceirrtesy Cypress Springs Reser,

•
•
Truck,
I'
Tires
Car,
Tractor
!
is
..
:
• Road and Field Service :
•
•
•
•
•
4th
N.
410
•
•
•
•
•
753-8364-753-6779
•
•
.
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Ube Mark Morris, mon
Se• and Graves Morris, caught this six peand
largemouth bass whNo fishing Ia Florida is Rodman Pool Lake.

4690400•90Witowesailiateawl

Cain's AMC,Jeep

WHY WAIT,

moth spring to get year heat
owl meter in shape? Contact Bob Streik, former
sorokeinaliegsr 44 Mack & Mack, year aatisorized
Marcery & MerCruiser Servke Doak,.

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
located at Jct U S 68 & 800? the west end of Aurora Ky

Noun: Mon.-Sot.$
Si.. 14 p.m.
Hwy.641 North

753-6448

542-474-,2244

Awero. Ky.

Murray Bait Co,
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
ouality & Ouantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
502-7C1-5693

***********,g****************

**

*
*

:
*
• Johnson
•
OUTBOARDS

*

if Darnell Marine Sales
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway 94 East
OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
***************************
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Kings And Rockets Continue
Successes In Playoffs Friday
Dawkins scored 23 points
apiece and Maurice Cheeks
added 19 as the 76ers beat
the Bucks, outscoring the
home team 30-13 from the
foul line.
Dawkins, who got in early
foul trouble and was ineffective in the first two games of
the series and was then widecritized
in
the
ly
Philadelphia
media,
dominated the middle this
time.
"Darryl has been under a
lot of pressure, but he's a pro
and he took it all in stride,"
said Cheeks. "It was just in
his mind to come out and
work hard. When we dropped the ball low to him and
they collapsed on him, it
opened me up."
Cheeks scored 11 of his 19

points in the third quarter as
Philadelphia used a 19-5
spurt to take an 83-69 lead
with 2:57 to go in the period.
Milwaukee closed to within
two points with 5:02 to play,
but Erring responded with a
baseline jumper and Cheeks
put in two free throws for a
six-point lead. Milwaukee
could never catch up as Ervng scored on four more free
.hrows and Cheeks hit a driving off-balance layup for the
clincher with 46 seconds left.
"We had our spurt in the
third quarter," said 76ers
Coach Billy Cunningham.
"We knew they would come
back and they did, but we
played intelligently and
made our foul shots down the
stretch."
Marques Johnson topped
Milwaukee wth 29 points.
Boston and Chicago traded
the lead throughout the first
three quarters before the
Celtics built a 93-87 margin
with nine ininut5s left and
stayed in front the rest of the
way. Larry Bird scored 24
points, grabbed 17 rebounds
and handed out 10 assists for
the Celtics while Reggie
Theus was the high scorer
for the Bulls with 26.
-Boston is a terrific team
and they proved it down the
stretch when their defense
turned the game around,"
said Chicago Coach Jerry
Sloan.

and Spurs, champions of the fight, you know."
By ALEX SACHARE
Pacific and Midwest diviThe Rockets nailed down
AP Sports Writer
the victory with excellent
The Kansas City Kings and sions, respectively.
While both home teams defense in the fourth quarter
Houston Rockets,controlling
the tempo against more ex- won in the West, both when they limited the Spurs
plosive opponents, continue visiting ttams in the East to 5-for-22 shooting and
their surprising success in semifinals won Friday night. outscored San Antonio 26-15.
With Houston Coach Del
the. National Basketball The Boston Celtics beat the
Chicago Bulls 113-107 to take Harris shouting, "No fast
Association playoffs.
The Kings, forced into a a commanding 3-0 lead in break, set it up," the
jpeobi.marked
slowdown game because of that series while the Rock-ainjuries to starting guards Philadelphia 76ers trimmed the ball to Malone in the
Phil Ford and Otis Birdsong, the Milwaukee Bucks 108-103 pivot. His driving layup with
1:36 left put the Rockets
edged the Phoenix Suns 93-92 to lead their series 2-1.
All four series resume Sun-- ahead 106-99 and clinched
Friday night on Scott Wedthe victory. He finished the
man's 10-foot jumper with day.
Reggie King, who led Kan- game - to the delight of the
five seconds left.
"We can play only one way sas City with 29 points, in- sellout crowd of 16,121 - we have to do our best to cluding 22 in the second half, with one of his many slam
control the tempo," said was supposed to take the last dunks.
Kings Coach Cotten Fitzsim- shot for the Kings. But r
George Gervin led the
mons. "It's always going to Phoenix kept the ball away
Spurs with 33 points.
'be close. We played as hard from him and instead it was
Julius Erring and Darryl
as we could and as tough as Wedman, the veteran small
forward
who
has been presswe could."
LIUNGMAN WINS - Mats Ljungman won his No. one singles match Friday on a
The Rockets, who were on- ed into guard duty, who put
tiebreaker after three sets.
ly 40-42 in the regular season in the winning basket.
The game was tight
but stunned defending champion Los Angeles in the first throughout and the lead
refused to make excuses for
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)
round of the playoffs, got 41 changed hands five times in
her performance.
points and 15 rebounds from the final 45 seconds.- Sam There are no fewer than two
"I'm feeling fine now. I
center Moses Malone and Lacey's layup put Kansas Ci- dozen golfers ready to
can't think about ,fike fact
beat the San Antonio Spurs ty in front. 89-88 with 45 challenge for the championthat I don't feel up to par. I
seconds to go, but Walter ship in the $125,000 LPGA
112-99.
just have to wake up every
American
golf
Defender
San Antonio tried rugged Davis hit two free throws for
day and feel fine," Alcott
Mark Olberding and defen- Phoenix with 34 seconds left. tournament.
said.
The Murray State 'lacer
Murray's conference slate
Seven of those golfers all
WOMEN LEAD
sive specialist Paul Griffin A basket by King was offset
Eight golfers are at evenbaseball team took over the no' stands at 3-1. The .
UTM TOURNAMENT
against the 6-foot-10 Malone, by two free throws by the fired 2-under-par 70s Friday par. 72:
Janet Coles, Kathy
lead in the Southern Division Raeers are 22-12 overall.
The Murray 'State but neither could contain the Suna' Alvan Adams before to take their share of first
Hite,'Lenore Muraoka, Barof the Ohio Valley Con-defending
chamwomen's tennis team is NBA's No. 1 rebounder and Wedman hit his winning place. But
bara' Moxness, Vicki
ference with by sweeping a.
MEN'S TENNIS
basket to finish with 22 pion Amy Alcott says she's
leading a pack of six teams No. 2 scorer.
Singleton,
June Staton, Pat
doubleheader over TenTEAM BEATS SIC
not going to let the threat of
after the first day of play in "The big difference was points.
Bradley and Vicki Tabor.
The Murray State men's the UT-Martin Invitational Moses," admitted Spurs
ne.ssee_TecliSaturday.
Davis missed a jumper at all those golfers ruin her atBrad Taylor.threw a three- tennis team won four of six tournament in Martin,Tenn. Coach Stan Albeck. "He has the buzzer that would have tempt to win a third conMSU-players--amassed-34 developed a repertoire -of pulled it out for Phoenix. — v_secutivelitle.
in the opening game at number two doubles match points during Friday's play. shots, a good baseline
"I just can't think about
The Rockets-Spurs game
Cookeville, which MSU won en route to a 5-4 victory over East Tennessee is closest to jumpc, and a soft hook, that was a rugged one, but that," Alcott said after a
7-2. Taylor's season record is Southern lllinois University Murray with 24 points.
makes him effective. It was Malone was not to be in- round of 71, which was matnow 5-0.
Friday.
ched by six others. "If that's
All six of the Racer teams' a tremendous offensive timidated.
The Racers won the seThe win marked the 12th singles players are in the display."
"It was physical," he said, my only thought, I'm not gocond game 3-2 behing the six- consecutive victory for the finals being held today. The The Kings and Spurs now "but I can take it just as long ing to play too well."
hit pitching of Scott Tucker MSU men, now 14-7 on the number two and number hold 2-1 leads in the best-of- as the referee doesn't let 'em
The seven golfers tied for
whose season mark improv- season.
three doubles teams are also seven Western Conference elbow me in the face or hit the lead are African Sally
• • •
ed to 3-0.
in the final round.
semifinals against the Suns me. I'm not out there to Little, South Carolina's Beth
Daniel, Chris Johnson,
Cathy Mant, Mary Dwyer,
Janet Alex and Alice Miller.
In addition, five golfers
are one stroke back with
Alcott at 1-under-par 71. In
We never seem to just let well enough alone.
that group are 1980 LPGA
Our 1981 model actually has an erline. that's even
rookie of the year Myra
bigger than last year's. Which means you'll get a more
powerful car, with betteracceieration and passing power.
VanHoose, Cathy Sherk,
In the only other National Braves snapped a nine-game fans and hopefully we'll be Humes pitch just got away Kathy Whitworth and Donna
Plus the kind of astonishing mileage and superb comBy TOM SA LA DINO
fort our Riit tempted you ..with.last year: in- filet,
League
game,the San Diego losing streak in. season better than last year, when from him."
AP Sports Writer .
Caponi.
estimated r7mpg, 56 mpg highway estimate.(Use 'esti-'
- - - they supported us well."
.ATLANTA 1AP)- _- Padres defeated the. .Sari _ openers.
Whitworth enters the tourmated mpg" for comparison. Mpg vanes with speed, trip
Giants
FrariciSco
4-2.
Dale
followed
Murphy
Gene
Garber got the vicPadres 4, Giants 2
Despite a .194 batting
nament as the tour's all-time
length, weather. Actual highway mpg will probably be less.)
"I've always been able to Chambliss' opposite-field tory in relief of starter Tom- The Padres, held hitless leading money winner with
average in spring training,
Chris Chambliss showed he hit," said Chambliss, double to left on the only my Boggs, who went seven through five innings by Ed earnings of more than
was ready when the Atlanta Atlanta's 32-year-old first pitch thrown by reliever Joe innings and allowed only five Whitson, rallied to beat the $940,000.
Braves opened the regular baseman. "I want to thank Price with a 400-foot home hits, including solo homers Giants on pinch hitter Dave
Alcoa arrived late to the
( Manager) Bobby Cox, who, run on an 0-2 pitch off by Dave Collins, the game's Edwards' tie-breaking North Ridge Country Club
season Friday night.
"I never worry about my despite my .194 spring, reliever Tom Hume to pro- first batter, and Ray Knight single in the eighth inning off course because of various
in the fifth inning. The Reds Gary Lavelle. The Padres ailments, including a rash
hitting," said Chamblisi average, hit me in the fourth duced the decisive runs.
"I'm trying to be patient added a run off Garber in the added a run in the ninth off and an eye infection. Once
after his two-run double in spot all spring and batted me
and not swing at bad balls," ninth on doubles by Dave Fred
Breining
when she arrived in Raleigh, she
the eighth inning drove in the fourth tonight"Chambliss. rewarded Cox Chambliss said of his pair of Concepcion and
Dan Broderick Perkins doubled, had to fight heavy pollen
tying and goahe4d runs in a
continued to third on an er- which turned many surfaces
four-tan rally that powered 44,:ith.aperfectnight, adding __walks. "I'm confident Driessen.
Cincinnati Manager John ror by left fielder Larry a light yellow..
the Braves to a 5-3 victory in earlier double and draw- against lefties:"
ibg a pair of walks as the
He said his game-winning McNamara said Soto -did a Herndon and scored on Juan
over the Cincinnati Beds.
But even with the pollen
hie•
hit came on a high outside good job, but it was not the Bonilla's sacrifice fly.
753-8850
and the infection, Alcott 800 Chestnut
fast ball. "I took a good sw- best I have seen him. He's
With San Diego trailing 2ing and didn't try to pull it." high-strung and I don't know 0, Bonilla broke up the no-hit
The ball fell fair by about a if the crowd noise got to bid with a leadoff double in
foot and scored pinch run- him."
the sixth and scored on Ozzie
01474 (Nrosilan( hutch., kr, Icy Wes1 Arra
ners Eddie Miller and Jerry
As for Murphy's home run Smith's two-out single. The
'
754
,
011 -Royster, on base after a on a 0-2 pitch, McNamara Padres tied the score in the
walk to Glenn Hubbard and called it "a cardinal sin of seventh when singles by Luis
Bob Homer's second single pitching to let a batter hit a Salazar, Terry Kennedy and
chased starter Mario Soto home run on an 0-2 pitch. Bonilla produced the run.
with none out.
"Last year, Chris' double
probably would have been
foul by a foot. That's the way
our luck went last year.
Maybe this is a sign of things
to come,"said Horner.
"It's a fleck of a lot better
than losing," said Cox, who
.got his first opening-night ARCADIA, Calif. (AP) The ownership of Johnlee
victory in his four seasons Johnlee n' Harold is a most n' Harold also has been
queswith Atlanta and turned unlikely prospect for any tioned. After winning
the
around the Braves' showing kind of derby, much less the Breeders Stakes
last
against the Reds, who won 16 Kentucky Derby.
December, the grey colt was
This is one of the common excuses for not going to church.
of 18 meetings last year, in- But the colt of " un- barred temporarily
because
Every minister has heard this one a thousand times. A
cluding the first four games distinguished heritage, once of disputed ownership.
child just doesn't like to be forced to do something he or she
of the season to help the auctioned off for $2,500,
OutPPID 1011
The California Horse Racdoesn't understand or even enjoy.
•ornOMAL
woeful
Braves
get
off
to a
could vault into national pro- ing Commission investigated
AulOWIT
Some of us may still be looking at the church through the
start.
minence with a victory in whether the colt's owner,
eyes of a child. We're no longer children, however. Mamma no
"I remembered striking Sunday's $270,000 Santa Michael I. Blake, had
a conlonger tells us what we should and shouldn't do. We're adults
out earlier and I just wanted Anita Derby. A complete nection with Ross
Fields
now and can make our own decisions. Maybe we should take
to make contact," Murphy unknown when he came to (Harold Smith), involved
in
an adult look at the part God and the church play in our grownsaid of his home run. "Chris Santa Anita this winter, he the Wells Fargo Bank
up lives.
came through and took the has won his past three races, embezzlement case.
Blake
You may find that the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
pressure off."
including two stakes.
was cleared by the racing
is quite different from the church atmosphere you knew as a
Murphy, who also drove in
In his triumphs in the group and still owns and
kid. You'll also find that people don't tell you what to think, but
the Braves' first run in the California Breeders Cham- races his 3-year-old.
you what you think.
ask
opening inning with a single, pion Stakes and the San
Take
a new, mature look at your religious life. Come in SunJohnlee
n'
Harold, to be
lauded the noisy turnout of Rafael Stakes, Johnlee n'
•
•c•
day and see if it's like it was when Mamma made you do it.
ridden
Model C.,3T17,E A
by.
SWF^
Marco
Castaneda,
34,929 that included former Harold left bluebloods in his
We bet it isn't.
Iranian hostage Col. Charles wake, as some of the colts he is scheduled to face a field of
12
other
sophomore
hopefuls
Scott, who threw out the first beat ranged up to $1 million
in the 1 kii-nnile race at Santa
ball and watched as the and more in value.
Braves won only their third Johnlee n' Harold's sire Anita, which Is worth
season opener in 16 years in was Lord Stapleton, whose $180,700 to the winner.
Atlanta.
racing
career
was
The early favorite was
"The fans were great, and highlighted by a lone vic- Flying Nashua,a colt who by
North of the square on Fifth Street
hopefully this is the first of tory. His first three dams on contrast comes from fine
Salas-Servia•--Parts•
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
like
this,"
said his maternal side won just stock. His sire, Nashua, was
many games
641 N. Across From SmorKashord 7534478
Murphy. "They're great one race among them.
the 1955 horse of the year.

Seven Tie In LPGA

Men, Women's Tennis Teams Win

Racer Baseball Team Takes
First Place In OVC Division

National League Roundup

Chambliss Shows Readiness In Opener

Introducing the 1981 Rabbit Diesel.

CARROLL
ME Audi -Mazda

Johnlee n' Harold Looking
To Vault Into Prominence
In Sunday's Santa Anita

ICEMAKER KIT
INCLUDED WITH
THIS 17.15 CU. FT.
ENERGY SAVER!

Mamma
made me do it.
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Best Round In Five Years At Augusta

Nicklaus 65 Gives Him Commanding Lead
records of five Masters
titles, 17 major professional
championships and $3.6
million in earnings.
Nicklaus, if he wins here
Sunday,can become the first
player ever to win 'Masters
crowns in three different
decades.
"I'm very relaxed, very
confident. I'm not jurnpror
a pprekvive.
"I like to win. I'm a golfer,
and I'm not ready to hang it
up. I'm sure somewhere

fourshot lead with a 135 at
the midpoint of the year's
first major chimpionship.
His legions laved it. They
roared their approval of his
seven birdies, four in a row
for a total of 10 strokes On
four holes.

By GEORGESTRODE
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) —
And to think that one year
ago, professional golf's fans
and media alike had written
off Jack Nicklaus, all but
retiring him.
Now, the Nicklaus star is
aglitter again.
On Friday, Nicklaus shot
the lowest Masters round in
five years, a 7-under-par 65
that gave him a comanding,

Nicklaus is on an intimidating roll over the 6,905
yards of pine-lined hills that
comprise Augusta National
Golf Club. He's in prime
position to add td his all-time

down the line my record will Watson, perhaps showing
be broken, but I want to why he has been the game's
make sure the guy that does Player of the Year for the
it will have to get a whole past four seasons, refuses to
bunch.'
be intimidated by Nicklaus.
Tom Watson, Lou Hinkle,
"A four-shot lead on this
Bruce
Lietzke
and course, with 36 holes left, is
Australian Greg Norman not vinsurmountable,"
Watwere bunched in second at son
said. "I can't afford to
139 and had differing opimake mistakes though."
nions about -overhauling
Lietzke takes much the
Nicklaus.
Lietzke shot 67, Watson 68 same approach. "I don't
and Norman and Hinkle took think four shots is that much

"Just ask Ed Sneed how big
a four-shot lead is."
In the 1979 Masters, Sneed

nant golfing figure that Nor-

playoff to Fuzzy Zoeller. Hinkle said, "I finished
third in the U.S. Open and
PGA last year (both won by
Nicklaus), and I wouldn't
mind finishing third here.
How old is he,anyway?"

Nicklaus' books. I taught teligent. There's never been
myself," said the 26-year-old anybody play golf like him.
Australian Open champion He's phenomenal," Graham
in his first Masters.
said.
David Graham, another
Graham and Green had
Australian who was tied with 70s Friday.

Hubert Green at 140 in sixth,

man was only 2 years old

may have put it best.
when Nicidaus played in his
"Nicklaus will be very,
commanded a five-shot first of 23 Masters.
very tough to beat. He's
"I didn't take the game up tough when he's in front.
margin with nine - holes to
play but eventually lost in a until I was 17. I read all of He's too tough. He's too in-

Nicklaus is 41, and he's
with 36 holes left," he said. been such a lasting, domi-

70s.

American League Roundup

youu FIND

Fisk's Homer Triggers Chicago Over Boston

SMALL HANDS IN
SMALL PLACES

AciAms of the Twins strolled
off second base, taking his

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Carlton Fisk began writing

lead, and fell victim to the

a new chapter to his career
while Wayne Gross and
Brian Doyle took another

old
hidden-ball trick, a
"Billy-Ball" sandlot stunt

page out of the old "Billy
Ball" managing manual.

Manager Billy Martin. It
helped squelch a fifth-inning

Fisk, who spent last year
catching Bob Stanley's pitches in Boston, hit one of

threat and preserved the A's
6-3 victory.
In two other American
League games, Baltimore
beat Kansas City 5-3 and

resurrected

them into the screen above
Fenway
Green
Park's
Monster of a left field fence,

Seattle
10-2.

a three-run homer in the
eighth inning that triggered

crushed

Oakland

California

White Sox 5, Red Sox 3
"A day of emotions ... The
your
old
butterflies in
stomach and heart and

the Chicago White Sox to a 53 victory Friday over the
Red Sox.

In

by

throat," Fisk

MinnesotaeloGlenn

said ,of his

return to the city which lost said Stanley. "It was down single off winner Lamarr victory over the Royals, the
him to free agency due to an but it didn't sink as much as Hoyt.
AL's defending champions.
administrative mixup by the it probably should have.
Stewart gave up a leadoff
A's 6,Twins 3
Red Sox in:int office.
Really, it wasn't that bad a
Adams walked and took single to U.L. Washington
After grounding out, singl- itch. He just went out and second when third baseman and walked Frank White. "I
ing and striking out in his got it. You'll know when I Wayne Gross bobbled Gary thought they would come
first three at-bats, Fisk bat- .hrow a bad one because I let Ward's -grounder. Gross, and get me after the walk,"
ted against Stanley, who had mit a yell as soon as I let it go though,flipped the ball to se- he said. But Baltimore
come on after Dennis - and I didn't yell on that cond baseman Brian Doyle Manager Earl Weaver stuck
Eckersley had given up a
as the play ended, and he, with Stewart.
walk to Bob Molinaro and a The Red Sox fans did their tagged
"I went strictly on how
Adams moments
single to Ron LeF-lore.
jelling earlier — in the fifth later. When Mickey Hatcher Sammy was throwing. He's
"I knew that Bob has a ind seventh innings, when grounded into a double play, invaluable," Weaver said.
.good sinker so I went up Dwight Evans and Gary the fifth inning was over and "He's worth his weight in
there looking for•it," said eillenson hit solo home runs. Oakland still had a 5-3 lead.
wins."
Fisk. "He threw me the ['he White Sox scored two
Ken Singleton and Rick
-I've done it quite a bit in
sinker and I hit it."
•uris in the top of the ninth my career," Doyle said of Dempsey hit solo homers for..
and Ed Farmer extinguished the trick. -I've caught quite the Orioles.
"The pitch was down
4_,I,i1W,Tes in the a few runners. I know Billy
Mariners 10, Angels 2
40 91 ,
where I like to get it;:and bottom of tb,d'IFnihr
it when he was play--"Jerry Don Gjeaton pitched

where helfire.'s to get it,too,"

Dave Stapleton hit an RBI
"It sure helped us out of a
jam," Gross added. -That's
what 'Billy Ball' is — good

Stanley Cup Playoffs Could
Become Expansion Team Show
By The Associated Press
They entered the Stanley
Cup playoffs as proud
representatives of the old
guard — five of the six teams
that formed the National
Hockey League for 25 years
from 1942 through 1967.

ing."

But right now, Montreal,
Boston, Toronto, Chicago
and the New York Rangers
have exactly one victory

apiece in just two games.
"Trottier and Bossy are
very dangerous and they
unable to handle New York seem to get us running
center Bryan Trottier and around in our zone instead of

playoffs move into the
quarterfinals, it will be an

returning

home, hope to
reverse the tide in Saturday
night's third games against

Bowling
Standings

Magic Tri
the New York Islanders and
4-741
Team
W
L
Calgary Flames. But MonPeople's Bank
76
40
treal and Boston, both Murray Ins
67
49
6042 55'n
beaten in two straight games Thurman Furniture
Dennison Hunt
57
59
at home, must try and re- Women of the Moose
56
60
56
60
bound on the road, the Cana- Bank of Murray
Wilson Clean Up
541/ 611-2
diens in Edmonton and the Paradise Kennels
5.3kt 621-2
50
66
Speedway Truckwash
Bruins in Minnesota.
Fireball 5
4942 6642
The front-running clubs reHIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
825
mained cautions as the People's Bank
779
People's Bank
series shifted to new Sites.
Dennison Hunt
773
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC)
"We still need to win that
1014
Dennison Hunt
third one," said Calgary People's Bank
1005
965
Coach Al MacNeil, "but I Women of the Moose
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
like going to Chicago with People's Bank
2349
2219
Murray Insurance
these odds."
2142
Keith Dennison Hunt
Chicago Coach
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
Magnuson knew it would be People's Bank
2889
Dennison
Hunt
2865
difficult to beat the Flames Women of the Moose
2856
on their home ice where they
HIGH IND.GAME(SC
Jeanette
Williams
207
lost only five of 40 games
Lois Smith
192
during the regular season.
192
Marge Hinman
167
"They had the home ice Jane Parks
HIGH IND.GAME(HC I
advantage, and they did Jeanette Williams
252
232
what they had to do at Ann Morrison
Jane Parks
230
home," said Magnuson.
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Lois
Smith
547
"Now we have to do our part.
521
Jeanette Williams
We have to win two in Ann Morrison
504
(
HC)
'HIGH
IND.
SERIES
Chicago."
Ann Morrison
660
That's the same challenge Jeanette Williams
656
646
facing Montreal, Toronto Beth Paulsen
HIGH AVERAGES
173
and Boston.
LoisSmith
Marge Hinman
166
"IVe know the big one's Pat
165
Hesselrode
Saturday night," said Ed- Karen Swagger
163
Rice
r 162
monton Coach Glen Sather, Sondra
159
Barbara Hendon
the
perenwhose team has
156
Ethelene McCallon
Ruth
Harrison
154
nial champion Canadiens Mary Harris
151
reeling after beating them Mel Wilson
148

RALEIGH, N.C.(
- Seven golfers,.
incading Sally little and Beth Daniel.
fired rounds of 2-underpar 70 to share the
first-round lead in the 8125,000 American
DefenclerWRAL Golf Teurnament Also inckded in the logjam were Chris
Johnson, Cathy Mart, Mary Dwyer,Janet
Alex and Alice Miler.
Six golfers were one stroke back at 1under-par 71; Amy Alcott, Myra
VanHouse, Dianne Dailey, Cathy Sberk,
Kathy Whitworth and Donna °mod.
HATLIESBURG, Mim. (AP) - Allan
Strange set a Magnolia Clavic record and
tint the competitive course record at the
Hattiesburg Country Club with a seconlround 63.
_
Strange teal a two-round total of 123, a
tourney record. Mike Smith and Jerry
Smith tied for second at 133.
TENNIS
NICE.France(AP
Yannick Noah of
France gained the serrabnals of the $50,000
Nice Open by downing cotraryinan PaulAntoine Torre 74,6-2.
In other action, Spain's Manuel Orates
eliminated Zeljko Franulovic of
Yugoslavia 7-6, 6-3: Hungary's Balms
Tarocxy beat Spain's Angel Gimaiez64,46, 64: and Mato Martinet of Bolivia
ousted Ricardo Cano of Argentina64,63.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,S.C.( AP;Ctris Evert Lloyd doomed Regina Marsitova of Czechoslovakia, 6-1. 6-1 to advance to the semifinals of the $150,000
Family Circle Q.
In aher action. Virginia Runci of
Romania beat Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia 6.2,63; Pam Shrivel. topped
Pam Casale 6.2,0.4: and JoAnne Russell
downed Joyce Patna)64,44,60.
SWIMMING
CNA:BRIDGE, Mass (AP I - Tracy
CauDdris set a third American reccrd in as
many days and bed the all-time women's
record for national titles at the US. Indoor
Setinening Quimpionships.
(Imams lowered her own American
record in the HO-yard individual medley to
one minute, 57.11 seconds, three quarters
of a second under her previous mart set
last year. -

Transactions
BASEBALL
Americas Laigue
CIEVELAND INDIANS - Placed
Rasa Gnmsley, pitchtx. on the 21-day
disabled list.
SOCCER
North Merriam Soccer League
SENITIE SOUNDERS - Signed Ian
Bridge,defender,and Mark Petersen. forward,to three-year contracts.
COLLEGE
MICHIGAN TECH - Named Ronald
Marcel head football coach.

Patio G.. SPRING GRILL
Kitchen
SALE!
High Quality Gas Grills
Low DISCOUNT Prices!
Natural Gas or Bottle Gas
Largest Selection hares
Prices Start At $99

Texgasi CORPORATION
Ibilraul Ave. — MIIMI,

ferson, including Julio Cruz'
tworun single. Richie Zisk
homered in the seventh and
Mike Parrott who relieved
'
Gleaton in the seventh,
blanked the Angels until
ings of two-hit shutout relief Bobby Grich hit a two-run
from Sammy Stewart for the homer in the ninth,

iv4 Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

Standings

Sports In Brief
GOLF
AUGUSTA,Ga.(AP)- Jack Nicklam
payed four cansecutive holes in 10straws,
compiled a spectacular 65and wmpt into a
four-stroke lead at 135 in the second round
ofthe 45th Masters.
Lon Hinkle, Bruce Lietzke. Greg Norman and Tom Watson were tied forsecond
am.

Kids are very curious
and electrical wall outlets are easily accessible to youngsters. Prevent
an accident. Put elecrical_receptacie_covers. over. the outlets. Keep curious fingers out,of ham's way

Tony Armas hit his second start in the majors.
The Mariners started the
homer and Rick Langford
scattered five hits -- just one scoring with four runs in the
of them in the final eight inn- second inning off Jesse Jef-

ings — for the victory.
Orioles 5,Royals 3
his linemate, Mike Bossy. playing our positions and
Steve 'Stone survived
They share the playoff scor- giving them no room," said
secondinning solo home runs
ing lead with eight points Borje ,Salming.
by Clint Hurdle and John
Wathen, then got four inn-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

among them to show for
their trouble, and there's
every chance that when the

allexpansion team show.
The Rangers • managed a
split of their first two games
in Los Angeles, but the four
other established clubs have
all lost two straight and
stand on the brink of
elimination.
Toronto and Chicago,

to the Mariners as part of a
heads-up baseball."
And perfectly executed, 10-player swap between
too. "It must have been ... Seattle and •the Texas
because 30 guys on our side Rangers during the offseason, was making his third
never saw it." said Adams.

Toronto, beaten soundly in
twice in Montreal. "That'll
be World War III. It doesn't its first two games against
mean anything until webeat- the Wanders,- has been
them one more time. But
coming home in the playoffs
with two wins like this should
really have the crowd buzz-

scoreless four-hit ball for 623 innings to pick up his first
major league victory. The 6foot-3 left-hander, who came

SioOlarTo
Mosoveon

7$3-1823
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Friday's Gimes'
Baltimore 5, Kansas Qty 3
Chicago 5, Boston 3
Ocildand 6,fifimesuta3
Seattle 10, California 2
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee (Caldwell 13-11 ) at Cleveland(Biyieven 8-13)
Godard (Keough 16-13) at Minnmota
Wilkams6-2)
Toronto (Stieb 12-15) at Detroit Wilcox
13411
Texas(Darwin 13-41 at New York (May
154)
California (Witt 00) at Seattle I Bannister 943),(n)
Only gamesscheduled
Sinday's Games
Tamale at Detest
Kamm Qty at Ballimare
Texas at New Yark
Clasp)at Baas
klibmakee at Cievehad
alit Minomats
Callon* atSedge
alloodsy's Gurnee;
New York at Toronto
Baltimore at Baden
Detroit at Kansas City, n
Caddand at Caldomia, n
Only games scheduled
Minnesota

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Fasr
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ptt gb
1
0 1.000 Maltreat
New York
1
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0
0
an
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1
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1
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0
1
.000
1
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Ids Anoint
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Hanlon
San Fran.
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0 1.000
1
0 1.000
1
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1
1
.501)
0
1
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.000
Frblay's Games
Atlanta 5,Cincinnati 3
San Diego 4,San Francisco 2
Only games scheduled

The Paducah
Dogwood Trail Celebration

'

‘z

1
1'2
2

9a•milay's Gams
New York (Jaws S-13) at Chicago
( McGlothen 11141
Montreal (Sanderson 1641) at Paisburgh (Candelaria 1144)
PtilaikWia,tRr0wan 1740)at&Louis
I B.Forsdi 11San Diego (Eichelberger 421 at San
Francisco(Alexander 14-111
Oncimati (LAC
10-121 it Manta
Perry 1013), I n)
Haunted (Stilton 1.16) at Ids Angeles
Heaton 144),(ri)
Sesillayi Games
, Montreal at Pittsbirgh
Manna at Allsola
Plillactelphia atSLLoutii
New York at Chicagcr
Houton at Ins Angeles
Seri Diego atSin Fmnoisco
klmday's Games
Pittsburgh M Philha,(a '
Adana at Hantan,In1
Clximati at SIM Dina In I
Las &yaks at Son F'randleo,(n)
Only games schaldsd

Sponsored By Paducah Civic Beautification Board
OPENING OF THE TRAIL FESTIVITIES...

April 20TH
At the Market House Square on April 20th between 6 & 8 p.m. there will be Open House at the Art Guild, Museum,
Arts Council and Theatre. Free-refreshments will be served outside. Frank Conrad on the organ and The T Long
Band' will play for your entertainment. The trail buses will leave from the Market House to tour the Lighted
Dogwood Trail. Street signs will mark the trail for those who prefer to go in their own car and maps of the trail
will be available at the Market House. All of this is FREE to the public! If the dogwood trees bloom earlier, this

date will have to be changed. Any change will be announced in the news media.

FINE ARTS EVENTSSCHEDULED AS PART OF THE CELEBRATION
ci
April 15
MARKET HOUSE THEATRE - Market House Square... 444-6828
The Roadside Theatre of Whitesburg, Ky., a division of Appalshop, will present "Red Fox-Second Hanging" at 7 p.m. Admission $4.00 adults,children 12 and under,$2.00
The market House Theatre will present "The Taming of the Shrew".by William Shakespeare at 8:15 p.m. Admission 93.50& $4.00. April 16, 17, 18-24 & 25

April 18
PADUCAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - Jetton Auditorium... 443-6880
Saturday night, April 18,, there will be a performance of the orchestra under the direction of Dr. Gerald Welker.
The concert begins at 8;15 p.m. Tickets,$6.00 adult,93.00 student, may be-purchased at Nagel & Meyer.

PADUCAH SYMPHONY CHORUS-Jetton Auditorium... 442-3142

April 19
Easter Sunday Afternoon, April 19, the symphony choir, under the direction of Dr. Gerald Welker, will perform
Rachmaninoff's "Vespers". Tickets available at the door or may be purchased at Nagel & Meyer. $4.00 adult,

$2.00 student.
Thru April 22
ART GUILD/GALLERY-2nd and Broadway... 442-2453
CRAFTS '81 will be at the gallery March 25 thru April 22. Works from regional craftsmakers from a five state
area will be on display. Beginning April 25 a show of romantic photographic studies, 1905-1932, by artist Jane
Reece, will be on display. Admission Free April 25
April 23 & 25
PUPPET SHOWS - Paducah Public Library... 442-2510
Beta Folsom, of the Paducah Public Library will present two puppet shows for children, Thursday, April 23 at 4
p.m. and Saturday, April 25 at 11 a.m. The theme of the show will be a celebration of Spring. Bob Dog will discover
the dogwoods! Admission Free.

PADUCAH TILGHMAN CHOIRwrilghman Auditorium... 442-3152

April 24, 25,26
The choir will present ANOTHER SHADE OF BLUE-PART X, STRICTLY AMERICAN directed by Loretta
Whitaker, at Tilghman Auditorium, April 24, 25 at 8:15 p.m. and April 26 at 3 p.m. Admission, Patron, $10.00 Reserved,95.00-General Admission,$3.00-Student,92.00. Box office 1643 Broadway.

PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE-College Gymnasium...442.6131
April 25
The Lillian Lowry FOCUS Performing Arts Series will present"Bus Stop" by William Inge, performed by Actors
Theatre of Louisville, April 25 at8 p.m.Tickets are 93.00.
MARKET HOUSE MUSEUM - 2nd Street...443-7759
The Museum will have a special old fashioned Easter exhibit for the public to enjoy!

All Month

PADUCAH ARTS COUNCIL - Market House Square.... 444-77'13
All Month
The Arts Council will present an exhibition of paintings With spring flowers as the main theme. Admission Free.
GUIDED WALKING TOURS-126 South 2nd... 443-9284
Guided walking tours of historic Paducah will be conducted by members of

All Month
the Society for Preservation of

Paducah. Contact Dick Holland. By appointment.
Paducah/McCracken County Tourist Commission,
417 Washington Street,P. O. Box 90,Paducah,Kentucky 42001

(502)4434783

•
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YOU'LL LOVE TIE RESULTS
WANT ADS BRING

See doctor about hair loss
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - My
son who is 18 is losing his
hair As tar back as we can
check, no one in the family
has lust his hair He had a
viral infection last year but so
did m!.. other son and my husband and their hair is OK Jim
also had a setback with toxic
poisoning after the viral infection Now his hair is coming
out slowly and getting very
thin Is there anything we can
do to stop his hair from falling
out''
DEAR READER - Your
son's story points up many of
the problems of hair loss. He
could lose hair from a severe
illness as many people do,
particularly if there is a high
fever He could have malnutrition associated with his
illness, loss of hair-does occur
with dietary deficiencies, such
as those Lid ctastr diets that
are frequently advertised.
Or he could have male pattern baldness, which does
occur at an early age. This is
believed to have a familial
tendency but it could occur
even if you have no family
history of baldness
. So the only sensible answer
to unexplained baldness is to
see a doctor It could even be
the result of thyroid disorders.
You may need to see a dermatologist By examining the
hair and seeing the pattern of
hair loss, the doctor can usual-

organs removed when 1 was a good case to say a Pap
ly tell a great deal about what
20 (all but the cervix). Do you
smear is no longer necessary.
the actual cause of baldness
think it is still necessary for
There are two main types of
or hair loss really is
cancer of the uterus, cancer of
me to have those eXanlitiaEach hair follicle, in both
the body of the uterus
men and women, forms a tiny
tions?
(endornetrial cancer) and canbit of its own testosterone
DEAR READER - Yes. cer of the cervix. The wise use.
hormone. One type of hair' folWhile a doctor may discover
of Pap smears and regular
licle produces a variant of tessome other problems with a
examinations has enabled the
tosterone that causes the hair
Pap smear, it was originally
early detection of cancer of
shaft to be small or "fuzz."
used with pelvic examinations
the cervix and greatly
This characteristic is inheritfor the early detection of candecreased the number of
ed and part of male pattern
cer of the cervix.
deaths from this once. combaldness.
mon problem. Since you still
The causes of baldness and
If you had had a complete
have a cervix, you still have
things that you can do to
hysterectomy with removal of
the possibility of developing
decrease hair thinning in men
both the body of the uterus
cancer of the cervix, but not
and women are discussed in
and the cervix, there might be
endometrial cancer.
The Health Letter number 126. Hair Care. which I am sending you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long. stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
IRA G. CORN, JR.
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
I would like to warn readers that many' of the highly
NORTH
4-11-A
-Nothing _you can't spell
advertised products or proce- •
•A 1062
will ever work." - Will
dures for hair restoration are
•A J 8 5
Rogers
not useful Some implants of
*J 95 3
plastic hair are dangerous and
may end up -causing loss of
WEST
EAST
what original hair you have
•K 3
•J
left. Don't depend on products
Much of the winning tech- 41 I07
p9642
from ads to solve hair loss
*Q 8 74
nique of winning tourna- •K 10 6
problems.
*K 1072
ment bridge is so many •AQ9653
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
SOUTH
unspellable words for the
been a widow for three years
•Q98 7-54
-social player. And just as
now. For the past 25 years I
•KQ3
well, he plays a different
have gone to the clinic for an
•A 2
game. Some tactical aspects
annual Pap test I had my
+J8
remain the'same as today's
hand illustrates. It is includVulnerable. North-South
ed in a new book. "Winning Dealer. South The bidding'
Pairs Technique" by
iouth
W2.4.
North East
.
est
Jannerstein and Wohlin S
3.
44
(Barclay Bridge Supplies, 8 .
4
54
Pass
Pass
au", tintg,414ir,""*. :1101leappyr, Dbi
10571. $11.95
N
rpass
Answer to Friday's Pante
back).
Opening lead. Club ace
The,authors _have__
GOUGE =CU
say about West's double,
UCCUCC CUOMO
"When you've driven the West was able to ruff the
LU UOCCCUU OU
enemy up to the no-man's third heart and cash the
MU MAME] CLIC
land, all the advantages are king of diamonds for a good
MOO EMU GUM
on your side. If they're too score."
CUCCOU CILDUCC
The book includes many
EIOU
high, you'll get a good score
liJUU
CUIDOLIC DIDUCCD
and there's little to gain by of the special techniques for
CUM ULM CUM
doubling. On the other hand, duplicate and tournament
LIDU OCIJOU COU
bridge amd is a worthwhile
-there might be lots to lose. ,•••
LJECIIMODUC
"West was greedy and addition to any bridge
WIDEMOU CUOMO
doubled five spades. He led library.
OUDIAU MUM
the ace of clubs, and when
Bid with Corn
East signalled with 'the two
_
fiSh
41Brad
he switched to a diamond,•
South holds
4-1I-B
35 Irritated
42 Male deer
dummy's nine drawing the
36 Enumerate
43 European
ace.
queen
and
From
the
38 College deg 44 Emerald Isle
40Q 98 7 5 4
double. South placed the
39 Hint
45 Peruse
•K Q 3
40 Danish island 48 Mineral
king of spades in the West
*A2
4.18
hand, and it seemed unlikely
that it would be singleton, so
South led the queen of
North South
spades at trick three. This
NT
was covered by the king and
ace. and when the jack fell, ANSWER; Four. spades. No
South had 12 tricks. Minus reason for science. The
1050 gave East-West only spade game should make,
one match point out of 20."
slam is remote and there's
'Other Wests wisely little to be gained from
refrained from doubling complicating the bidding.
five spades. South then had
no reason to reject the play
_
of a small trump to the ace Send bridge questions to The Aces.
on the first round. When the P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
king did not drop, he tried to with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
get rid of his losing diamonds on the hearts, but

2. Notice

4 Forgive
5 German title
6 Time period
7 Occupant
8 Protect
9 Castor's
mother
10 Russian city
11 Foreman
19 Printer'smeasure
21 Puts on
23 Homer epic
24 Cry
25 Chinese
pagoda
26 Curve
27 Artillery
-screens
28 Artificial language
29 Conjunction
30 Jewel
32 Electric cat-

WilenyinAMIOW1144.14,- Willtig,

M

SOME KO WAS ON A
SKATEBOARD, AND NIS
006 WAS PULLING 41M
ALONG THE SIDEWALK...

THERE
WILL BE
A DELAY
BEFORE
THE
MOVIE
STARTS

Hove your tiny tot s
picture made at Carter
Studio and keep the
change

Carter Studio
304 Moon

Ii

WE'RE
HAVING.
SOME
TROUBLE
WITH THE
POPCORN
MACHINE

753 8298

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

LU

0

for

Repossessed - 1976
Volvo Station Wagon.
Accepting bids. 753
5573.

T1415 ISN'T EVEN CLOSE
TO 1.0-IA1 I MEANT

V414-a
gy-LiL

.P.....r..reftrtormwear.or

Bible Facts. Free Store
the needy. 759-4600.

MIMI MAN MINIM
WM= WEE WM
WE= WEE ME=
UNMAN MWMENE
WM WEER
WWWE WIIMMEWild
WEN WM= WEE
WENWENEM WEEM
WENN
'ammo= mmmmaa
ummm mmm mums
am= mmm moms
mom lamm mmum
I CAN
IMAGINE

K & N Fish Market, 94 East,
Industrial Road, Murray,
KY, Fresh Kentucky Lake
Catfish, wholesale and
retail. Hours 2 to 6 daily.
474-2701

BIBL CALL
he Judgement
Day - 759-4444.
hildren's Story
759-4445.

TICKETS
ASTRO THE
GfeEAT Pre?

IOU MEAN _
'NE GUY WI-10-'"

YES

"MARRIAGE"
t's a covenant
•efore God not to
•e broken! Eph.
-:21-31;
Matt.
19:4-9; Mork 10:612.
"DIVORCE'
It's a sin, the work
•f Satan, God
hates it! Malachi
0:16; Matt. 5:31'2.

WI-IENI PIP

HE DIE?

CLAIMED 1-1E
C.OLJLP PREDICT
THE FUTURE?

Arik
"WS
To-ii5 AD SAYS TuDBuRY'S
15 HAVINCs ThieRea0c.lesT
SALE OF THE YEAR

Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.

I KNOW, BUT I'M NOT GOING

.Saddle, English
Western Sales Repairs - Cute.
Wait - Teats end Beat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
IF YOU
CAN'T VVALK. I'LL GET A
STRETCHER„

7THi5 RIDE'S BEEN
TOUGH ON 101.1, HERO,
YOU NEED WATER.,
SAND A FEW
HOURS'REST...

THEN HOME.. DIANA ..0
KIT.•HEL015E..
REX ..! RIGHT,
DEVIL z

-

116 S. 616 Mayfield
1-2473534

Ifurisea's
Western
Store
Olympic Ploto

Leatbeillests .
Now $49.9S
Reg: 5100.00
Cavra

PAWN - DST
SELL - TRADE
Open 9 o.m. to 8 p.m.
733.7112

Flowers
vegetables.

Open o.ne. tog p.ne.
753.7113

mud

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Coocord, Ky.
436-S3S3

S. Lost & Found
Found: A piece of jewelry in
Northside I.G.A parking lot.
To claim call 759-1445
after 5:30.
Lost:-Carge-rAtt*`
- brown
Labrador Retriever with

e05's

inf.)
(
.5
'zags Bonds you're
lidrywhinithiabrulderhoure

11. Instructions

Olympic Plena

It's all vem exciting.
But without the ability
to lay out a large amount
ofcash, you can't take
advantage of the financial
opportunities that come .
yourway.
And venturing all your
money without savings in
reserve can be dangerous.
Because savings are the
base of any financial plan.
One of the surest,
easiest ways to save some
dough is joining the
Payroll Savings Plan and
buying United States
Bonds. You'll never miss
the link taken out ofeach
paycheck.
Meanwhile, the Bonds
grow up to play a part in
your future.
- Ofcourse, with Bonds
you're sure of the ending.
But then, there's nothingrong with a happy
ending.

inAmenca.

6 for 904

UM&
Sliver
Pm
Sleep

he business of
making money.

rrakek;,
,
StOC `?Ats.

BEDDING
PLANTS

Handyman will do hie odd
jobs you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352. •
NIticl someone to mow your
yard? Call Jerry at 767-2244
or 753-2220. Experienced
and
dependable.
References available.
Will break and discgardens. Call 753-5463 Or
753-0144.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will work on lawn mower,
tiller, and big riding
mowers. Call 753-4590.
Will work on- lawn mowers. •
Call 753-0751:

Shopping (enter

T

THE ACES'

9. Situation Wanted

SHOE
BIZZ /R.
Children's Snots

There's no
business
like dough
business.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Vessel
5, Pronoun
----frS164111y One
12 Italian coin
13 Before
14 Leander's
love
15 Sandarac
tree
16 Ethiopian title
17 Roman date
1-8 Delicate
20 paragons
22 Preposition
23 Sacred
image
24 Man's nickname
27 Mixing
31 Paddle
32 Showers
33 Female deer
34 Cacd game
36 Standard
37 Difficult
38 Greek letter
39 North Amencan country
42 Hinder
46 Page
47 Tibetan
gazelle.
49 Ream
50 Great Lake
51_ Transgress
52 Lamb's pen
name
53 Upland plain
54 Deposit
55 Tear
DOWN
1 Lath
2 Lease
3 Asian tend

2. Notice

.._

yellow

eyeS._male_ wearing

2 collars, in vicinity of
western Calloway County.
Large reward! Call 7591718.
Lost: Black Labrador wearing red collar in vicinity of
Locust Grove Church. 7533837.
You are a winner, if your
name is Mr. John W.
Vaughan of Hamlin, KY.
tatt 753-1116 today for
your free classified ad'

Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references. 753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM,
Monday-Friday.
Piano and organ lessons,
music conservatory trained
and experienced teacher.
Beginning and advanced,
753-7575.

14. Want To Buy
Ford ,6 cylinder, 250 motor.
Call .474-2737 ask for Smit.ty.
Heavy duty push type power
mower. Call 753-6567.
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy junk cars. Call
474-8838.

15. Articles For Sale

For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723, Paul Bailey, Utterback Road.
For sale: Baby play pen.
48-9-2613. • For sale: Leather coat, Size
12; Queen size box springs
6. Help Wanted
and mattress. 759-4145.
Decorator and Gift service
Galvanized clothes line
in your own home. Custom
posts, 2"x84", holds 7
prints, limited addition;
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Brass lamps; China
Hardware, Paris.
porcelain Sea Shell accessories. For appointment
Like new, Craig AM-FM
call 759-4573.
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
Deli worker needed. Ex- , • and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8perience preferred. Apply in
person Ow_e_ti:s Food _ track, turn table._ and
speakers, $50. Also a small
Market. No phone calls
coffee table, $10. Call 753Neese.
- '8465. - •- •
Full time Audiologist needOregan chain saw chains,
ed in medical office. Send
3/8". pitch for 16" bar,
resume to P.O. Box 1040K,
$7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Murray. KY.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Full time secretary needed
One
bedroom trailer. Also
in medical office. Send
1975 Harley Davidson
resume to P.O: Box 1040M,
Sportster. Call after 5 pm,
Murray, KY.
436-5405.
Full time nurse needed in
Snapper mower blades:
medical office. Send
26", 28", 30" or 33",
resume to KO. Box 1040N,
$5.99 eact. Wallin HartiMurray, KY.
ware, Paris.
Help Wanted: Reliable perTypewriters for sale: IBM
son with a small van or
Executive Model D; Royal
pickup to make air freight
5000 Selectrix; IBM Selecdeliveries for Sunbird
trix Corrector. Lile Real
Airlines. 489-2199.
Estate, Aurora. 474-2717.
Help wanted, days and
nights. Apply in person at
16. Home Furnishings
McDonalds. No phone calls
Commodes, white A-grade,
please.
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
LPN needed for 3-11 and
Paris.
11-7 shift, excellent salary
Dining table and 6 chairs,
and benefits. Apply in per$125; Bedroom suite, $15;
son at Care Inn of Mayfield Couch and chair, $25. 753or call 247-0200.
4091.
NEED A JOB? Qualifications
1903 Edison
Disc
16-21 years of age. No H.S.
Phonograph, $125; wood
diploma or G.E.D.
twin beds, mattress, box
Unemployed. A school dropsprings, and dresser, $150.
out for at least 9 months.
Call 759-4573.
Call Dan Walker, lob CoorRattan couch, chair, table,
dinator, Nikki Blanchard,
table lamp, floor lamp, arm
Counselor, 753-9378 or
chair, and ottoman. Call
753-3033. Calloway County
753-1928.
YETP Program.
Sofa, blue-green floral, $50;
Need someone to work in
record player, AM-FM radio,
nursery school. Call after 5
in cabinet, $35. Call 753pm or all day Saturday,
6747 after 5 Pm.
753-2606.
People needed to start work
now. Factory recommended
training. Bonuses, paid
vacation. 753-6050.
WILL HIRE ALL QUALIFIED.
No experience required.
High school grad or CEO required. Machine shop,
welding or other vocationaltechnical skills in our
schools with pay of $501 to
$580 per month. Room!Board. Openings in all professional skills. Phone
Navy, 753439 or toll free
1'.800-841-8000.
Want two laborers for 2-3,
weeks work, $4 per hour.
Call 759-1348.
Wanted: Body repair and
paint man. Apply in person.
McKeel Equipment, 504
Walnut St.
Wanted: Someone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care of yard and
garden, lots, stock barn,
pond, and lot. All rent free.
416-2405.
'I

19. Farm Equipment
Bucyrus-Erie, 22-8 dragline,
1 yd. bucket. 55 ft. boom
Call 901-885-0551 days,
901-885-9764 nights: Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades,
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company. 7534892.
Eight row John Deere, no
till planter; like new.
$6000. 753-9861.
There is nothing batter than
Adams hard sutfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels' and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Walbn Hardware,
Paris.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99;
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,

19. Farm Equipment
For sale: 1970 Case 870
with duals and weights,
$6000; 1969 John Deere
956 with floating cutterbar
and 281. tires, $6000; 1969
Ford F-600 truck, 2 year old
hoist and bed, new motor,
$4500; 11' Shultz chisel
plow, high clearance, extra
heavy, 2 years old, $1400;
John blue anhydrous applicator, 9 shank, 21',
hydraulic fold, 1 year old,
$3500; John Deere 14' BWA
disk, $500; International 66" semi-mounted plow,
$2500. Call 753-4003.
Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire & Service. Call 753-8500.
For sale: One small 2-wheel
trailer and one lawn roller.
Ideal size for small garden
tractor. Call 753-4502.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor aiid farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892. •
Garden plOws with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5.
prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris..

Form Equip.
1000 and 1415
gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool bars S to 9
row and IS to 21
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH-3
accessories, James L. Kellett Co.,
Sikeston
Mo.
63801. Call 1314-471-0988.

20. Sports Equipment
Remington 243, scope and
case, $190. Kenmore:
range, $125, washer and
0. Call 753-6910
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5,-Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SAVE
Save IA of new price
on this repossessed
piano. Less than I
ear old. Take up
wily payments.
753-75,5

Clarinet, in excellent condition. Call 753-9344 after 6
pm.
Fender Champ 12 watt
guitar amplifier, $70; MXR
distortion Plus pedal, $30.
Both like new. - Call 7672759.
Piano and bench, maple
finish, excellent condition.
Must sell! Call 753-7475.
his you could play
be organ? But have
no organ? Wel fur.
nub the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessens.
CLAYTONS
753-7575
Used Spinet piano, monthly
payment, $34.21. Leach's
Music Co. your Lowrey
organ dealer, Paris, TN.
Walnut Baldwin Spinet
piano, full length rosewood
sound board, mint condition, will guarantee. Call
753-8335 after 6 pm.

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market, 4354171. '
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, $3.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels, $2.45 per -100;
Mustad 'hooks - 1/ 10,
$11.50 per 1000. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Expert front end alignment,
$15. Economy Tire 81
vice. Call for appointment,
vi
753-8500.

4
-
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24. Miscellaneous
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2.6.01101

I.

-tell.09ro
•
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IP X 3IB 31:10-

32. Apb. For Rent 37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
52. B011is and MOWS 53. Services Offered ,
46.Homes For Sale 49. Used Cars
Four heavy duty life time Apartments for rent, near
• -•
A-frame lake house for sale,
shocks, installed, $49 com- downtown Murray. 753- For sale Full blooded black
15 Polarcraft, 25 hp Hutching Sales, Route 5,
Angus
2
levels,
bulls
2
bedrooms,
753-4504
1
1979 Olds Delta
lesereete a
plete. Where? Economy Tire 4109
Johnson, trailer. Call 753- Box 2221. The only factory
bath, utility room, large liv- 88, Royal
& Service, 753-8500.
Rani Wale
Coupe.
authorized dealer for Filter
after 6 pm.
4487
heifers,
approx:
Holstein
45
ing room, wood deck on
For rent: Z bedroom
Power and air.
Queen sales and service in
%Winkle Court Sq.
For sale: 100 amp service townhouse apartment, imately 350 lbs. Call 502front, lake access, in
53. Services Offered this area. Days 753-6068,
One owner, local.
Illerray, HeaSveiry
Pole. 437-4418.
beautiful area. Call 753carpet, range, refrigerator, 856-3837.
nights 436-2367,
$5,350.00.
753-4451
0552.
Lawn mower batteries, 12 disposer, dishwasher, Rabbits for sale Call 492K & K Stomp Removal. Do
volt, 24 month guarantee, washer-dryer hookup.'cen- 8205
PURDOM
•s Op Slagle&
Beautiful house located in
THE BEST THINGS COME IN
ANOTHER NEW
you need stumps removed
olorsimaii. AN
mirk
$21.99. Wallin Hardware, tral heat and air. Call 753- REE MAR ARABIANS.
Gatesborough.
Three
OLDSMOBILE
SMALL PACKAGES. Small
from
LISTING
7559 or 753-7550.
your. yard or land
t.ed.
Pans.bedrooms, 2 baths, living
Purebreds for sale. Trained price, big value!! In town, 2
PONTIAC
cleared of stumps? We can
Attractive
3
room
duplex,
New
den
and
2
with
bedrooms,
"Let's go fishing!" Red
and started. 753-6126 or bedroom. $18,500. South
Cal 751-11431
CADILLAC
remove stumps up to 24"
bedroom, 2 bath
fireplace, dining room, 10
Visitors of town, remodeled, 2
worms. Nite crawlers, fresh has all modern cony( 753-6100.
75
below the ground, leaving
3-5
31
5
home
approximately
closets.
One
niences.
acre
Call
lot.
753-9400.
from bed to box. Free gift.
welcome.
bedroom. $21,300. East of
only sawdust and chips
one year old. Located •
753-4494.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Rex's Worm Farm. ftt.6, Box New 2 bedroom duplex, all Two horse walking horse town, 3 bedroom with
Call for free estimate, Bob
in
small
subdivision
or
vinyl
1976
siding
Chevrolet,
and tram. Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
high
325 (Irvan Cobb Road). kitchen appliances, outside trailer, padded 'stalls. acreage, $17,100. Near
By owner:. 1505 Oak, 3
halfway
between
Murray, KY 42071. Phone storage,
bedroom brick, large den, mileage, extra clean, power Aluminum trim for brick Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
references, fiberglass, excellent condi- lake, 3 bedroom with 1
Murray
and
436-5894.
acre, $13,500. kook them
built-in kitchen, combina- steering, brakes, windows, houses. Jack Glover, 753deposit. No pets. 753-0814. tion. Call 437-4299.
Licensed electrician and
Mayfield.
Offered
in
over.
Now's
the time to
tion living room, lots of locks. $2000. Can be seen 1873.
Oregan bars for Homelite; One bedroom furnished Two year old registered
othe
gas installation, heating inmid
$40's
at
with
1510
Sycamore.
storage, fully carpeted.
Aluminum Service .Co., stallation
Poulan: or Echo chain saws, apartment, one block from black Angus bull. Also. cure buy! Call Spann Realty
and repairs. Call
assumable
loan.
Associates,
appreciate.
Must see to
753-7724.
Call 1966 Chevrolet Malibu, aluminum and vinyl, siding,
16-1,-$16.99;: 20". $19.99. M.S.U.„„coUples. only, no 4-row ford planter. Call
753-7203
Phone 753-1222, Kop753-2378 or 753-9818.
runs good, good gas custom
trim
work.
1"Wallin Hardware, Paris.
pets, gas heat and water 489-2704.
perud Realty for
References.
'Call
-mileage,
$250.
Will Ed MITCHELL BLACKTOPP I NG.
Call
436furnished.
owner:
bedroom
By
2
Available April
house
Business
Purple Martin houses. 6
for
sole,
Real Service in Real
Commercial and residenTwo horse T-bred trailer.
Bailey, 753-0689.
priced in mid 520's. Freshly 2547.
room. .$24.99;. 12 room. 1st. $150. Call 753-1203. •
good
grossin
Estate!
tial. Also patching, sealing.
Ramp, walk-through door,
painted
has
and
new 1979 Delta 88, loaded with Asphalt driveways and park4-UNIT APARTMENT
$36.99; 18 room, $49.99: Two bedroom garage apart- new floor, new tires, exbusiness. Owners out
striping. For estimates
and
carpet. Ready to move into. equipment, excellent colt- ing lots sealed by Sears. For
BUILDING
24 room. $59.99. Wallin ment, hot and cold water, cellent condition. 753side interest is mow
753-1537.
call
free estimates call 753Good rate of return
-dition, $4000. 753-9400.
Hardware, Paris.
garden furnished if desired. 8654.
for selling. Ladies Ap
2310.
on this 2 story, 4 unit 'Moak- out ot
PLANTS. Garden, bedding, Married couple preferred.
paral, good location.
sell: 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
[
sport
woe car sod home
rental property.
Bob's Home Improvement
houseplants, fruit trees and Call 753-5733.
38. Pets-Supplies
74 Dodge Colt, good
brick home. Large kitchen
Shroatmeek.
Priced
in the $50's.
Service.
Remodeling,
painshrubs. Open 8:30-2:00, Two bedroom duplex, all
condition, excp:
with built-ins, economical
Doberman
AKC
puppies,
WORLD
Assumable
Of SOUND
loan
and
ting, cement work, general
Waldrop
mornings. 5-7 PM evenings, kitchen appliances, central
central gas heat and air, atclean, good gas
" owner financing
222S. 126 St.
home
maintenenace
and
inMonday through Friday. 8-5 heat and air. Call 753-8146 sired by Ch. Knox's Carbon
tached garage, redwood
mileage. $1750 for
Real Estate
Copy CDX Sch. I ROM. 753available, deck in.back. In nicer sub733-S1165
spections. Free estimates.
Saturday. Sunny Acres or 753-24,37.
Quick
Sale! 767-4441.
5620.
reasonable terms.
753-4501.
Nursery, 901 Johnny
division in SouthwestPhone 753-1222,- KopRobertson road. 753-3619 ,Two bedroom furnished AKC registered Poodle pupCarptrnter Service. New Need work on your trees?dittrict. $43,500.
school
perud Realty.
and Murray Sport Marine, apartment, - $150 and pies for sale, very small, THE PRICE
homes, remodeling, Topping, pruning, shaping,
753-9259.
i967
Nova,
2-door,
hardWILL NEVER BE
718 South 4th. 753-7400. deposit. No pets. No reasonable. Call 492-8974.
cabinets,
decks, anything complete removal and
By
"or
'71
4r
bedroom brick, top, acetylene cutting and
LOWER for lake front prochildren. 1319 Olive Blvd.
AKC German Shepherd pup- perty. Owner will finance Hey! Hey! Want a garden 2 baths, lots - of storage, welding outfit with extra with wood, quality work. more. Call BOYER'S TREE
Used beauty shop equipSERVICE for professional
Phone 753-0561.
ment; refrigerator. and Two bedroom apartment for pies, 28 champions, 5 28 acre tract at just 11%. and a place for a horse? We central heat and air, tanks. 753-7841.
have it! A 11
tree care. 753-8536.
/
2 tract with 3 carpeted, 1721 Keenland.
Range,. 4giiiiTd, 1314nerations. Registered Build your own
.lawn furniture r211-110---rent.
private bedroom brick home, barn
1979 Scirocco, good condi- Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
igerator,
•
lila,.
Sall J53-4965 for appoint- tion, excellent mileage. Call for your furniture needs. Professional painting,
merican Eskimo Spitz retreat in this beautiful
3648.
disposer, washer and dryer
paperhanging, paneliog.
lake setting or take advan- with 8 stalls and fenced meal.
5
coe trPmAhausancLi Commercial
'VW engine and trans axle, hookup,. air carpet. tht_ puppies. 502-554-2153.
__
!Aqui& ...An..,additional_ 'By-owner-fikerrrocreferfbrick- 753-137tater
tage-of
or residential.
-an
eacettentnVest
durable
scotchguard cloths
fuIrbladedr
- good conditkin.
pets. I- year -lease. $225
men t. Priced to sell quick- feature is assumable VA home near University. Of- 1978 Toyota wagon, 5- and naughyde vinyl. Behind 20 year experience. Free
months
10
Phone 436-5869
Call
old.
$55.
deposit required. $225 per
estimates! 759-1987.
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann loan with small equity and fered in low 530's. For ap- speed. Call 753-6379.
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
- month. Call 753-2622 or 753-9754.
Realty Associates, 753- low interest rate. Let us pointn3942.
Trucks
Used
50.
Professional painting, inshow ybu a great investDog obedience classes for 7724.
25. Business Services 753-3865.
For sale by owner 2 1975 Chevy Scottsdale, COLDWATER LAWN & terior and exterior, 14 years
ment.
You'll
be
glad
you
GARDEN
SHOP.
Two bedroom duplex, all AKC. competition or more
did. Priced in the $40's. Of- bedroom brick duplex, cen- 4x4, loaded with options, Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers. experience. Free estimates.
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. appliances
furnished. And obediant pet. Boarding air,
tral
and
gas
heat
heat,
list kit, 11x15iires: $1600. chain saws, expertly Call 489-2139 after 2 .
fered by CENTURY 21 LoretApril 15th is almost here! 1 bedroom furnished apart- covered runs. 436-2858.
Sharp 3 bedroom ta Jobs, Realtors, 753- stove, refrigerator, washer Call 753-2541.
repaired. Pickup and SUNBIRD AIRLINES. Daily
759-1425.
ment. Call 753-2967 after 5 Ducklings and parakeets.
and dryer hookup, near
home only. 2 miles 1492.
delivery available. 489- commuter flights between
Dodge
SE,'
4-wheel
1978
pm.
shopping
and
church.
Low
26. TV-Radio
Paradise Kennels, 753from, town on 144
Murray and Nashville. Call
drive, maroon and red, low 2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
$40's. 753-8631.
.
acres. Nice shade
Assume monthly payment Vacant, furnished apart- 4106.
489-2199.
489-2644.
mileage,
loaded.
Concrete
and
block,
brick
House, P2 Story, 3
trees,fruit trees, and
. on a new Magnavox tv., ment, close to University.
Bas_e_m_ent_s_ Sharpen hand saws and
bedroom,-. full .basement; _1969 Ford van with. rebuilt w k_.
-paying -only -37.96 -clown 48-5--per--mentiv Call- 753- 41. Public Sale
good garden spot.
driveways, storm cellars, skill saws. Call 753-4656.
cylinder,
manual
convegarage,
engine.
6
lot,
large
9138
753-5292..
or
the
Leach's Music & TV., in
Has garage and
Backyard sale. starts 12
nient to hospital, 708 Elm transmission, $400. 753- porches. 20 years ex- Wet basement? We make
shopping- 33. Rooms for Rent
family room. All in
noon Friday, all day Satur. Jim-Adams
perience. 753-5476.
Call 753-4710.
SUeet.
-9674.
wet basements dry, work
center, Paris, TN.
day, 802 N 18th. Antiques,
good condition and
BOYD-MAJOR
Rooms for boys, furnished, tools, quart
Dale
bedroom,
New
bath,
3
Spencer's
1
log
portable
completely
guarenteed. Call
GMC
1978
base
wheel
short
priced
to
sell. $34,000.
canning jars,
REAL ESTATE
Wanted: Responsible per- kitchen facilities, central
home on nice wooded lot in pickup, 6 cylinder, straight sand blasting and painting or write Morgan Confish
equipment,
ping
pong
753-8080
son to take up small mon- air and heat, available fa
Oakwood Terrace Subdivi- shift, topper, AM-FM Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
struction Co., Route 2, Box
Real nice country
thly payment on 25" color summer and fall semester.. table, bowling balls, boys,
Professional Services
sion. Low $40's. Call 753- cassette stereo, good gas DEPENDABLE LAWN
409A. Paducah, ItY 42001,
mans,
and
womens
clothes,
home
with
MOW3
With The Friendly Touch"
. t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.
One block from campus, large sizes.
6855 or 753-6774.
mileage. $3300. Phone ING. References. Free or call day or night, 1-442bedrooms,
1
bath
NICE HOUSE
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753Forest: 3 901-241-5439.
Sherwood
estimates_ Call Mike at 753- 7026.
with w/w carpet,
- 27.Mobile HOME! Sates 8572 or 436-5479.
AND 130 ACRES
Yard sale, 5 party, 1804
bedroom, 2 bath brick
8877.
Will haul driveway white
fireplace, gas heater
Approx. 130 .acres
12x50, 2 Bedroom, fully Rooms for rent, one block College Farm Road, Saturhome. Wooded lot/garden
FOR
rock and Ag lime, also have
in
den,
near
the
lake.
Experienced
carpenter,
with
year
round
furnished and ready, cen- from University. Call 753- day, April 11th, 9 AM til
area, attached greenhouse,
SALE
Also garage and
remodeling and additions. any type of brown or white
creek, pond, 70 a
dark.
tral gas with air, near town. 1812 or 753-6933.
'and deck. Well insulated,
work
shop
Will
apartshort
Topper
hod
consider other pea gravel. Also do backhoe
for
timber, stock barn,
$2500 firm. 753-8087 or
central air, gas heat, and
43.
Real
Estate
34.
Houses
Rent
For
ment on approxwork. work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-7980.
shed. Excellent catwood stove. • 753-1362 truck and 18,000 ITU miscellaneous
-753-4545 or353-6763.
References.
imately
Call
11
759-4815.
/
2
acres.
Five
unfurnished No. 188
sir conditioner. Cali
before.5-or. 753-9866 after
tle farm and 75%
28. Mob. Home Rents house, room
Has real good well, 2
A small ad •ith a small
in the county, $150 Investment Property. 178 :5cri753-9341
5 pm.
fenced. Remodeled 2
FLOOR SANDING. Staining
point
we're in down
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer. per month plus $150 ML, Parcel is suitable for sub- septic systems.•
and
finishing.
bedroom
home
Call
and
35447. Motorcycles
Near lake, Gravel pit
town Murray every day
Campers
51.
12x60, furnished, clean, deposit required. 753- dividing.
6127.
several picturesque
on one corner's a potential
M f 9 5 Sot 9 noon
1978 Can-Am 250. Call Congradulations to Ms.
near Murray. No- pets. Call 1293.
gravel supply, Overlooks 3 acre
building sites.
10
El
Fence sales at Sears now.
catfish pond, Presently has 155
4,879.
Carter Studio
489-2118.
Noma Dunn of
Located on Hwy. 121
For rent: Nice furnished pasture acres, 25 wooded. Some
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
For sale: 1975 Kawasaki Fairlane Dr., Murray,1005
/Avrroy-Colie
way
301Mom
75 8 .29c
KY!
Mr. Andy Elkins of 1001 one bedroom house, twin fruit tree, well, wire fencing. 123
S. Call for details.
175, mint condition, only She is a winner of a free free estimate for your
Coenty Realty
acres. Home offers 10
Glendale, Murray, KY is a beds available. Also cottage tillable
NEW
QUALITY
needs.
rooms 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, kit2350 miles, asking $600. classified ad!
Warning! Don't read this
(502)7334146
winner of a free classified for rent, partial utilities chen, living room,family room,
HOME
Outstanding gas mileage.
3040.
12216
unless you're in need of
St.
AI'S
ad...call 753-1916 today!
Super
Shell
paid, available May 7th for gas and electric heat, carpeted
In Canterbury - En1973 Midas camper, 18'
Call 759-1303.
literrey, Ky. 42071
roofing,
insulation,
floors,
carpentry, or elecporches.
good
joy the good life in
teeth 4t6 Street
12x60 trailer for rent. See summer and fall semester. barn, tool shed. Has tobacco
For sale: Z-50, in good con- self-contained. $2500. Call
trical work. New or repair.
J..Growl- 436.2430
Call
Memo
before
pm,
5
753base. Spring and crick for stock
this lovely 3 B.R.,
heaths Dan- 7 MS72S
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
dition for $150. Call 753- 753-0593.
water, fronts on paved road, 12
310.
Complete Auto All guaranteed. Call Joe,
Wass Nis.- 7511.2409
B.V.,
bath
21
/
2
home.
Court, located Murray Drive6376.
Prowler camper, 19' fully
miles from town. On school bus
753.3543
753-9226 for free estimate.
liktoy inked Repair. Fro* Lobe with
Entry foyer, large
In entrance.
For rent: Available now, route. Its yours to enjoy for
Terry Shoesminle, Ayriimars
self-contained.
489-2179.
1972
HOnda
125
street
and
a sad filter chow. Window cleaning, fast ser7534324
family room with
country. $285 000 trail, blinkers, mirror and 1966 Starcraft pop-up
!ay a. Ilemes.11MMet
Trailer space for rent, large, nice home in
vice, satisfaction
STROUT REALTY
753-7196.
pets.
$175.
1974
No
fireplace.
Central
horn. Excellent condition, camper, sleeps 8, has stove.
shady lot on blacktop, Caprice,
Kennon Broker
Joel.
guaranteed.
Free estimate.
one owner, low
elec. heat pump,
For sale commercial office
less than 5000 miles. 85 refrigerator, and sink. Call For
• water furnished, garden,
1912 Coldwater Rd.
plumbing,
air- Call 753-7140.
mileage. clean, $1795.
lovely
carpeting.
Anytime
building with four private
plus mpg. New tires. 489- after 5 pm, 474-8020.
753-0186
. private. 753-4091.
conditioning, painting, roof753-3942.
Double
garage,
offices, large reception
2825 after 3:30 pm.
ing, and carpentry. Call YATES ROOFING. Shingle
roofs. new or re-roofing; old
Stepup
1967
converted
van
30. Business Rental For tent: 3 bedroom house, Once in a lifetime a home room, conference room, automatic opener. In 350 Honda, in excellent
753-9822.
into
a
camper.
roof removed, replaced, or
or
sell
Will
80's.
1 bath, large great room, like this comes along. The storage room, one and a
condition. Call 753-7785.
Guttering by Sears. Sears repaired; hot asphalt built
trade. Call 753-6206.
half
size
baths,
nice
kitchen,
$250
per
garage,
good
MINI
Suzuki 115 street bike,
grounds of this stately two
continous gutters installed up roofs; metal roofs
month, Panorama Shores. story solid brick home gives_ location, zoned for business
electric start, luggage rack, 52. Boats and Motors per your specifications. Call painted;
Warehouse
roof coatings; and
1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307. the illusin of a private (B2). Ken Shores Estates,
sissy bars, 1500 miles, 1975 Arrow
Sears
753-2310
Storage Space
for
roll
roofing.
All types roof
free
Glass,
18',
Newly redecorated ' 2 "estate" within the city 1111 Sycamore, 753-7531 You have read many ads $550. Call Steve 767-2978 inboard-outboard, stern estimate.
repair. References furnishPer Root
or
0101.
7a3about lakefront property so weekdays.
bedroom home. Washer, limits. From the entry hall,
drive, 6 cylinder Mered. 18 years experience, all
753-475$
why not call Ken Shores 1971- Suzuki TS-250, in r.ruiser. Days 753-6068, General home repair. work guaranteed. Call "The
dryer, stove,
and to your right is a warm
Carpentry,
concrete
work,
Estates for the prices on good shape, $275. 753- nights 436-2367.
refrigerator furnished. spacious living room with
plumbing, roofing, siding, Professionals", 753-4596
lake front lots, or five acre 8428.
Before 5 pm call 753-7499 fireplace, to your left is a
window
and door in- or 901-642-0158 collect.
14'
Aluminum
fishing
boat,
parcels near the lake, or 1979
after 5 pm, 753-0743.
charming library with floor
GS-550, 5600
Rental space for retail
one parcel of over 30 actes miles, excellent condition, motor, and trailer. Call 753- stallation. Free estimates. 55. Feed And Seed
Three bedroom, . 2 bath, to ceiling bookcases, to the
store in Dixieland
No job too small. Call 474- Purple
with waterfront Any of plexiglass fairing, travel 5450 after4-pm.
dining
formal
rear
the
hull peas. Crossland
is
den, living room, kitchen
Shopping Center on
2359
or 474-2276.
these
properties
can
kitchen
trunk
be
compact
and
room
Store,
and
492-8248,
Chrysler
hp
9.9
motor
Stateline
and
adjustable
back
dining combination, fenced
Chestnut Street next
purchased with a low down rest. Cal after 5 pm, 753- tank, 1980, never used, Heating, refrigeration, and Road.
with storage in every corhedge
tall
backyard
with
for
GOOD
INVESTto Murray State
payment and balance 9567.
electrical repair. Bob's
$625.'1668 Ryan.
privacy, concrete patio and ner. On the second floor,
56. Free Column
MENT
University. Call 753financed
Refrigeration
at
10%
Service,
interest.
discover
will
three
you
1979- Yamaha XS-1100 35 Foot Chriscraft Romer
Excellent
grill.
bedroom
Three
brick
Ken
Hazel,
Shores Estates, 1111 Special. Low mileage, must
3018
KY, 498-8370 or Free appliances to anyone
neighborhood, on quiet bright airy bedrooms with
Sedan Cruiser, Call 1-314- 753-7829.
within walking
Sycamore
St.,
Bobby Lockhart. who will pickup. Call- 753753-7531.
bedroom
master
having
the
sell. Call before 6 pm, 492- /48-5561 Of 1-314-471street near M.S.U. One year
distance of the
0473.
fireplace.
own
it's
This
8507.
44.
Lots For Sale
lease required, $400 per
WEST
8188.
•
University.
This
31. Want To Rent
home
the
has
charm
of
57. Wanted month. Available Woe 1,
KENTUCKY
Must sell! 1 large wooded Yamaha 175, 1980 mode-I, 15 Foot Crosby bass boat
house could be good
$750.
Good
Cottage with frontage on 1981. Call 753-5805 after yesterday, the comforts of
condition.
Want a home built on your
ASPHALT
lake
lot in Blood River Subinvestment property
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
today and the conveniences
Phone 753-8902.
Kentucky Lake for visiting 5:30 PM.
Coating and
lot?
No money down. Finandivision,
on
school
motor.
bus
and
May
rental,
be
as
seen
a
or
at
would
sea it nq
grandparents for month of Two bedroom, living room, of tomorrow. Won't you
cing available. Call 436mail route, has running 48. Auto. Services
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
ideal
be
for
a
young
let
and
come
us
you
give
753 8163
. May. 753-1858.
5582.
dining room
kitchen, your private tour today? Call
couple's first home. water. Can finance, 10% BEFORE you buy your next 16 Foot Tr -hull ski boat 85
down. Call 436-2427.
Want to rent pasture for study, gas heat, air- 759-1492. Offered by CENPrice just lowered
set of tires, CHECK our Mercury, 1975, trailer.
• cattle. Call 437-4573 after conditioned, $215 per mon- TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
$3000 to 632,000.
prices! Economy Tire & Ser- Sharp. Call 247-0641 after
lAvcray's Newest
th. 507 Beale Street. Call Realtors.
4 pm.
vice, 753-8500.
Phone 753-1222, Kop6.
Weak,Sehavlsien
753-7213.
perud Realty.
Furnished apartments, one
t•fi
Modiste Estates
, 49. Used Cars
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude
THE OLD
or two bedrooms. Also 35. Farms For Rent
Hove a garden
Johnson
Mercury,
Paved streets, curbs
OMC
1970
Buick
Skylark, make
COUNTRY STORE
sleeping rooms. Zimmer- 10 Acres near Blood River
on this nice lot
and gutters, city
good work car, will sell Sterndrive and Mercruiser.
man Apartments, South lake, has access to public
Lots of good property
cheap. Phone after 5:30 Murray Sport & Marine,
water and serer, R-1
with a neat two
Also Isoesolsold, lawn,Indoors
16th, 753-6609.
and lots of good
road and water. 436-2427.
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
pm
753-0014.
restricti
Located
ns.
bedroom home
memories go with
and ovtdoors1
on Johnh R
1973 Ford LTD, 4-door,
this
19'
1.7
unusual
Dockcroft,
listing.
IS
hp
miles
from
Applicatio
Taking
ns
Now
Road.
ncing
good conditiOn. Call 753Turn of the century
hived' motor, mod
Murray.
For
available.
General Store with
Imo then 10 beers.
Prehension.'Pest Centre'
. 1973 Maverick," new tires,
Creekwood
all the old display
733-9111111
HATCHER
excellent shape, Almo
Developers lee.
cases and many old
AUTO SALES
•
IA
across from the Post Office,
733-40,1
furnishings
included
743.4961
/ '
RI 51 1st au
753-4418.
in sale. Located in
& MICHIRTY MANAGEMEN
old Almo, property
231 s.s. prop for 150 out
Northwood Dr., Murray, I!".
includes a full city
board Mercury. Will trade
225
of
Acres
located
east
.1, 2 and 3 bedroomunits. One bedroom
block. Ideal for
for
19 to 21 s.s. prop. Call
New Concord. Bottom land
225 L. P. Miller St.(Aeon free C.simeteity Coo«) 901-479-3429.
restaurant • or any
handicapped units.
now in wheat, pasture,
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
Specializing in Senior Citizens
type retail business
16' Runabout with 55 hp
young timber, creek,
hocne
but never think about termites - they cpuse
including
its
present
Apply 11144.-Fri. 11 a.ni.
p.n..
motor, $1200. 753-9502.
blacktop road access. Leis
Open Hours
the most damns next to fire. Hove your Rome
use
as
a
General
than 8450/acre. Owner
The Village, 64north
1978, 19' Youngblood hitreated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Store, $39,500. Phone
financing at 10%. John C.
hull jet boat, 454 Chevrolet,
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
502-437-4157
Kopperud
Realty,
8-12
Neubauer,: Real Estate,
753-3685
330
hp
Berkly
pump,
extra
Over
33 years expwience. Home owned and
7§3-1222 for all the
1111 Sycamore.. 753f gun, Mousing 04xtunity
sharp, excellent condition.
For
operated.
Appointmen
t
details.
0101/7531.
435-4591.

g
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Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
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Mrs. Edward Downs
Dies Thursday At
Paducah Hospital
Mrs. Edward Downs, 77,
the -former lolene Miller, of
Ill Lakeside Drive,
Paducah, died Thursday at
10:15 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah.
She was a former resident
of Calloway County,and was
a member of the Sharpe
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Downs is survived by
her husband; three
daughters — Mrs. Faye Forbus. Murray, and Mrs.
.Jeanette Peyton and Mrs.
Jack McKinney, Paducah;
one son, Joe Ed Downs.
Reidland; two sisters. Mrs.
Fred 'Cole. Paducah. and
Mrs. Euna Allen. Scottsdale,
. 12 grandchildren:
.eight great grandchildren.
The funeral was held today
at 10 a.m.at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Holm, Benton, with the Rev.
Ray Carter officiating.
Burial was in the Benton
Cemetery.

Regular services will be
held at the Grace Baptist.
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, on Sunday, April 12,
at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
with the pastor, the Rev. R.
J. Burp6e,as the speaker.
Leland Peeler will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist. The choir
will sing "Boon To Be
Crucified."
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki
Maynard. Frances Wyatt,
and Roberta Hall. For bus
information persons may
call Don Hale at 753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.-Sunday.

cadet, thinks many of her classmates
are not aware of opportunities for
women in ROTC.
"ROTC has a great deal to offer in
areas such as my major — nursing.
I'll be able to work in a quality
medical facility after graduation and
at the same time serve as an officer,"
said Miss Sielbeck.

training. And there is service pay for
attendance of summer camp, amounting to about $525.
An increase in the pay for officers is
another incentive to enroll, said
Routt. Presently, the starting salary
for a second lieutenant is more than
$14,000 annually.
Many students are sitting in ROTC
classes intent on a military career. In
addition, they believe employment
prospects in the private sector will be
greatly improved after a period of
military service,said Routt.
Peter Krist, vice president of
employee relations at Mobil Oil,
recently visited on the Murray State
campus to recruit and interview
employees.
"We have high regard for men and
women with ROTC training and
military service," said Krist. "such
individuals have a proven record of
maturity and ability to succeed ilk
responsible positions."

Financial pressure aLio attracts
students to ROTC, said Routt. One,
two, three and four-year scholarships
are offered to students in return for
service after graduation.

BETA SIGMA PHI DAY — Mayor
B. Henley signs a proclamation
declaring April 30 as Beta Sigma Phi Day in Murray. Shown with Henley are Penny Morgan, left, of the Gamma Gamma chaptkr, and Vicky Holton, president of
Xi Alpha Delta chapter. Not pictured is Sue Brandon, president of Xi Alpha Phi.
April 30 is the golden anniversary of the sorority.

First Baptist Church Will H6117F: Whittaker Speak Sunday

According to Routt, 90 percent of
ROTC scholarship applications at
Murray State are funded, despite
tough national competition. The
award covers tuition, books and
academic fees. Recipients also
receive $100 a month, up tolen months
for each school year.
In addition, upper-level cadets may
earn up to $1,080 annually for their

s ronauts..

The First Baptist Church Choir,. directed by Wayne absence of the pastor who ing at6 p.m.on Sunday.
will hear the pastor,the Rev. Halley, minister of music, will be Speaking at a revival
Nursery workers will be
a.m. liftoff, a computer warning light
ny skies and light winds. The predicDr. Bill Whittaker, speak on will sing "It Took A meeting at the Sedalia Bap- Mrs. Alvis Jones, Randy
flashed in the cockpit. Crippen hit
tion also wasjavorable for the prime
"Asleep In Jesus" at the Miracle." Joan Bowker will tist Church.
Cunningham, Ray Clark,
reset button, but it ,didn't change
landing site at Eciwarda„Air Force
10:45 a.m. worship Services be-- organist and Allene
Special music will be Mrs. Ken Dix, Dr. and Mrs.
things.
Base,Calif.,and for the backup site at
on Sunday, April 12. His Knight will be pianist.
presented by the Ladies Durwood Beatty, Mrs.
"A problem like thismakes my conWhite Sands,N.M.
scripture will be from I John Randolph, deacon, Choir of the church. Harold McCreery, Charles
sole light up like a Christmas tree,"
Hours after Columbia's maiden
Thessalonians 4:13-18.
will speak at the 7 p.m. wor- Sunday School will be at Vinson, and Mr. and Mrs.
reported Randy Stone, who monitors
mission was scrubbed, experts still
Also at the morning hour ship hour on Sunday in the 9:30 a.m. and Church Traiii- David Travis.
the shuttle'scomputersin the Houston
didn't know what caused the problem,
the ordinance of baptism will
control center. He said the shuttle
a failure of a backup computer to
_ be_observed. _James_Rogersv- friendship,Festival Currently In Full Swing At WKMS-FM
could fly-with-only one ofits five comcomaandcate with four primary comdeacon of the week, and the
puters, but the system is so complex,
The spring "Friendship Saturday," ilad to hide way with the show stoppers
puters. The computers control the
Rev. G. T. Moody, associate Festival"
"we
would never lift off without all
spaceship
from
held by WKMS- begun at 9a.m.
liftoff
to
landing.
from the American Musical
pastor, will assist in the ser- FM
five."
currently is in full swing
"If we want to launch on Sunday,
•
Guest appearances were Theatre.
Funeral services for Mrs. vices..
Attempts were made to duplicate
in. the station studio in the to have been Bruce Smith, On Sunday, classical
we'd have to have the problem well
Robbie F. Henslee, widow of
Mrs. Cynthia Turnbow will Price Doyle
the problem-in shuttle-simulators' in- -understood by late tomorrow," Neil
Fine Arts station manager; Bobby favorites,
.1. Bodine Henslee. were held sing a solo, and
hosted by the staff
the Church Building at Murray State
t theexperts had
B a
April 6 at the chapel of the
no luck.
director at Houston, told reporters
distributed "The Black Cats broadcast from 7
a:m. to
Finally, at 9:59 a.m., more than
WKMS..is offering special Jump;"and several others,
Friday. "If we don't, it might be
Home, Ferndale. Mich.
noon. •
three hours after the planned liftoff
shows during the festival in - "Theatre of the Air," awhile."
Burial was in the Woodlawn
- 4-Those Were The
time, launch director George Page
order to raise tax-deductible hosted • by
The countdown was flowing
Cemetery,Detroit, Mich.
by. Joe Jackson, c?vers America's musical
contributions
ordered the postponement.
to
pay
smdothly,
help
for
and
the
astronauts
were
Mrs. Henslee, 93, died
operations manager, and heritage. It includes the
"We're stopping the clock," space
higher quality programm- Richard Valentine, Murrayeagerly looking forward to testing the
April 3 at the Masohic Home,
years 1900 to 1980 with
agency spatesman Hugh Harris said
ing.
world's
first
reuseable
spaceship
dur. Louisville.
Calloway
County
COMMUIR"Palm 'Sunday and
['RIME', comedy and news
in announcing this latest delay in the
The station today will tYlheatee, director, will- air
ing a planned 541
/
2-hour flight. With 16
She is survived by one Tithing" Will be the subject
from each decade.
$10 billion shuttle program that is
minutes to go before the planned 6:50
daughter, Mrs. I.ewis of the sermon by the Rev. feature special editions of froth 7 p.m.to 9.
WKMS, a fine arts radio
more than two years behind schedule.
Anne Bucy, Royal Oak, Dr.* David C. Roos at the "Music From The Front
This program offers station, is located on 91.3 on
Mich.; four grandchildren — 10:45 aro,: -worship services Porch," "Thank Heavens! listeners the best of broad- the FM dial. •
Billy Brinn Williams, Bet- on Sunday, April 12, at the It's Saturday" and "Theatre.
of the Air."
• Elect
tela Bartaszek, and Teddy
First Methodist Church Choir Will Present Easter
urch._
• •
*r
Excerpts
The second half of Music
. oe iucy, .ouisvi e, an
Assisting in the services
The Chancel Choir of the director. Soloists will be Ir- the Rev. Dr. Walter
Tim Bucy, Royal Oak, will be Kent Forrester, From the Front Porch" will
E.
Mich.; three great grand- Bailey -Gore, Frank be aired from 9 p.m. to 2 First United Methodist ma H. Collins and Larrie N. Mischke, Jr., church
a.m.
This music includes Church will present Easter Clark with James M. Aisop
children.
As Your
Wainscott, Jim Clopton,
minister.
bluegrass, folk, blues and excerpts from George 'on the trumpet. AccompanCounty Attorney
No services will be held at
__Mike Holton, Robert
country. It .is hosted by Frideric Hand.el's "The ing the choir will be Bea FarRev. Mattingly
Calloway County
Hopkins, Don -McCord, Ann
8:45 a.m. on Sunday.
Sheila Rue, humanities pro- Messiah" at the 10:50 a.m. rell at the organist, and
• McKeel, Connne McNutt,
Church School will be at Those interested in electing Mark
Will Celebrate
ducer of WKMS.
worship service on- Palm Arnie Casey, Mary Curtis 9:45 a.m., covenant prayer Blankenship County Attorney are
Lenvel Yates, Dr. and Mrs.
Darrell
Haden
will
play
his
Sunday,'
April 12,at the chu r- Taylor, Donna Story, and group and Junior and Senior invited to an organizational
Clegg Austiri. Dan and Scott
meeting
Masses At St. Leo
mixed
'
s
Neat& -Ma-STin, members of Youth Fellowship at 5:30 office at Tuesday. April 14, at his
McKee',and Rozella Henry.""'"'finusie
'c"medY
204 South Sixth Street at
aid chit-chat for eight hours
'1 he Rev. Martin Mattingly
the String Quartet.
p.m.,and evening worship at 7:00 p.m.
The Chancel Choir, will
on
"Thank
celebrant
will be the
at the; sing the anthem, "So Lowly.
Heavens! It's
The spoken word will be by 7 p.m.
-thas.seS -at--6'.-311--plir. today- Doth-The
with—
and atfl and 11 a.m. and 4:30 Margaret Boone as director
'
s Wife Who*
p.m. on Palm Stinday. April and Maxine Clark as Guard
*91611lic organist.
Captured Convict
Church.
The flowers on tie cornmuReligion classes will be nion table will be in memory
Will Get Reward
held at 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
of Mrs. Glenda'Boone by the
Weekday masses will be at family:
ATLANTA (AP) — A
6:15 Sin. Monday and
Sunday School will be at prison guard's wife who capWednesday, 11 a.m. Tues- 9:30 a.m. and Youth Groups tured a
convicted armed robday, and 6:30 p.m. will nieet at 5:30 p.m. on ber will receive
a $200
Thursday.
Sunday. reward and an appearance
on network television next
week,state officials said FriPastor Speak
How long since you've been to Nashville
day.for a holiday? With the rising cost of gaSoline
The. Memorial Baptist with scripture from John
and everything else-, this wciuld be a great
.Church will hear_the pastor. 19:31 and Luke.24:1 at the-7 • Stephanie-Halmes,.28..
year to pack up the family and head to nearby
receive the money Monday
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, p.m. services on Sunday,
Music City for two or three days.
from Commissioner David
speak on ''A Friend Who April 12.
If you've been before, there were probably
Ralph Bogard will serve as Evans of the Department of
Died For You" with scripthings you wanted to see and do that you
Offender Rehabilitation,
ture from John 15:13 and deacon of the week. The
didn't get around to.. And there are also some
olci. woman- Sara-Englade
new things like the tremendous variety of enromans 5:6-8 at the 10:50 Sanctuary Choir,'directed by
said. •
tertainment going on almost every night at the
a.m. service and on Tommy Wilkins with
After the ceremony, Mrs.
new Tennessee Performing Arts Center.
'Preparation For Easter" Margaret Wilkins as
Holmes and her husband,
Why not send us the coupon, so we can
organist and
Michael
send you the complete Nashville Vacation
Wilkins as pianist. will Pre- Phillip, will fly to New York
Trinity Christian
Pack. It's just full of information about everyStep back into American history at the _
sent special music at the for an appearance On ABC's
thing that's going on in Dolly's hometown! Hermitage, President Andrew Jackson's
-Good
Morning
America."
Center Will Begin
morning hour.
stately mansion, Belle Meade Plantation
"I'm
ecstatic.
I
can't
At the evening service
nd Civil War battlegrounds.
believe
it. I never thought
Bible Study
—
special music will be by
would go this far," Mrs.
Tommy Wilkins.
The Trinity • Christian
Holmes
said.
Church Teaching with
Center at North 18th and
The incident occurred
director
Ralph
Bogard
as
'Calloway Streets will begin a
April 6 when Mrs. Holmes
will . he at 9:40 a.m., and
Full Gospel Bible Study
decidelOho hunt for the
-Tuesday.-Apri4-44:-at 10-a.m.- Church Training with Glenn
26-year-old Birdie
director will be at 6
and will continue each Tues- Hale as
Kent, after driving her husp.m.
day at 10 a.m. band to work at the Metro
Volunteer
n-u-r-sery
The Rev. Bob Smith Of
Correctional
Institute, a
workers will be Terry and
Tenn., will be the
mediam-secarit
,y prison.
Debra Doss and Jeri
..!uest speaker.
Weatherford. Bus drivers Armed with her husband's
All those interested in a
9mm automatic, she spotted will be Bobby Hancock and
Opryland, U.S.A. Enjoy a dazzling array of
deeper life study are invited
Kent at a railroad crossing
Fred Stalls. morning, and
America s greatest music and acres of rides and
to attend, a church
about
30
minutes
later.
Glenn Hale. Sunday and
amusements
spokesman said.
- She made a citizen's arrest
Wednesday nights.
with the assistance of .a
Historic Printer's Alley. Join the fun at the hub
motorist who held the gun on
of Nashville's nighttime scene A lively touch of
KEEP THAT GREAT
the past.
the suspect while Mrs.
GM FEELING WITH
Holmes frisked him.
GENUINE GM PARTS.
Fires Set At Clubs

Blankenship

Of Former Owners

1979 Cation
Calais Coops
black, silver vinyl roof, silver interior,
bucket seats, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, am/fm tape, tilt
%vklo!,..-e_74;0, rally wtieelt miles 29„xxx,

$6050.00.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet hoc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Of Beverly Hills
CINCINNATI (API — At
least three fires have been
set near a new nightclub
owned by the former owners
of the,Beverly Hills Supper
Club,police said Friday.
-Dave Hart, a police
spokesman,said a't least two
fires weie set in trash dumpsters behind: _ 24"Oodles"
nightclub ea-flier this week,
and that early -Friday a fire
was set near the entrance to
the building.
Four propane gas bottles were put near the front door
and paint thinner was
poured over the bottles and
ignited, Hart said,

Visit the Country Music Hall of Fame — bigger.
bolder and better than ever' Dozens of sight &
sound exhibits

.

lennesse• Performing Arts Center, a new
multt-million-dollar facility that has three great
-theatres and offers events ranging from
Broadway musicale and orchestral performances to children s events

Nashville Area
Chamber of Commerce
Dept. CN-81
161 Fburlh Ave., N.,
Nashville, TN 37219
Please send me the free
Nashville Vacation Pack.

